YOU’RE FIRED: THE ORIGINAL MEANING OF PRESIDENTIAL IMPEACHMENT
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With just the third and fourth impeachments of the President in the nation’s history, questions about the Constitution’s original meaning of impeaching the President are again salient. Unlike other constitutional provisions, because the Supreme Court has deemed impeachment the ultimate political question, neither much historical practice nor case law informs our understanding of the Impeachment Clause. Thus, the original meaning takes on great weight. Further, previous scholarship has only either incidentally or in piecemeal fashion looked at the originalist evidence, and thus been akin to the tale of the blind men each feeling a different part of an elephant and consequently coming to wildly differing views as to what was before them.

This Article systematically examines that original meaning in light of the Philadelphia Convention debates, the Federalist Papers (and Anti-Federalist responses), and the state ratifying conventions. What is more, this Article becomes the first in American legal scholarship to both provide a corpus linguistic analysis of the term “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” and to publish findings from the Corpus of Early Modern English (COEME).

In short, this Article finds that the original meaning of presidential impeachment was both narrower and broader than the criminal law in that not every crime was an impeachable offense, but not every impeachable offense was a crime. Further, the corpus analysis shows that the term the
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INTRODUCTION

In 2020, for just the third time in its history, the Senate conducted an impeachment trial of the President. While the 2020 case of President Donald Trump presented different facts than those of President Andrew Johnson in 1868 or President Bill Clinton in 1998, the Senate rendered the same verdict of acquittal. Initial investigations had probed whether President Trump or his campaign had coordinated with Russia to influence the 2016 elections, and then pursued the possibility of obstruction of the investigations themselves. But when the Justice Department decided that it could not indict a sitting President, Congress focused its inquiry on whether President Trump had withheld foreign aid from Ukraine until its leaders launched an investigation into his opponent in the 2020 election, then-former Vice President and current President Joseph Biden.

Whether Congress could constitutionally remove President Trump through impeachment raises questions as old as the Republic and facts as new as social media. The Constitution uses language to define the grounds for impeachment, such as “high Crimes and Misdemeanors,” that remains a mystery today. Does impeachment require a federal crime, or can it include...
abuses of power and obstruction of Congress? How would Congress define these “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” in a neutral way that would not deter future Presidents from invoking their legitimate authority or unduly place the executive under legislative control? Can Congress remove the President because of a good-faith disagreement over the scope of executive power or the meaning of the Constitution itself? Even if impeachment included noncriminal acts, does the Constitution require that the offenses rise to a level of seriousness that justify removal? President Trump’s case raised the further question whether Congress could remove the President for actions that had a plausible public interest, or whether the legislature need only find that the President had pursued personal interests as well. The 2020 trial finally asked whether impeachment provides the only remedy for presidential misconduct, or whether the Constitution provides other remedies.

This Article seeks to answer these questions by examining the original understanding of presidential impeachment. We undertake this analysis both because the Framers’ work formed the central basis for both the prosecution and defense cases during the President Trump’s first impeachment and because other guides to constitutional meaning are lacking. As the Supreme Court has decided that impeachment qualifies as a “political question” outside Article III’s case or controversy requirement, these questions have no legal answers from traditional sources, such as judicial opinions. Practice also provides little help. The House of Representatives has impeached only two other Presidents in American history. In the wake of President Abraham Lincoln’s assassination, Republicans in Congress found their plans for a radical reconstruction of the South frustrated by the new President Andrew Johnson, a Southern Democrat who favored a more lenient peace. In 1868, the House impeached President Andrew Johnson for conducting himself in office in a disgraceful, yet not illegal, manner. President Johnson broke prevalent norms by speaking directly to the people to lobby for legislation and attacking Congress as “traitors.” Congress responded by including an article of impeachment for his unacceptable rhetoric. To strengthen their case, congressional Republicans made it a crime for the President to fire his cabinet officers without their consent—a law that the Supreme Court would later find an unconstitutional infringement of the President’s removal power.

Exactly 130 years later, the House flexed its impeachment powers for only the second time in its history, but over the sordid and banal rather than the high and mighty. Rather than the reconstruction of the nation after a terrible Civil War, the impeachment of President Bill Clinton asked whether the President had committed perjury about his affair with a White House intern, Monica Lewinsky. The President had committed a crime, but the independent counsel, Kenneth Starr, concluded that the Justice Department could not indict a sitting President, much as it would almost two decades later. Instead, Starr referred the case to Congress to decide whether to take action. While the House impeached along a party-line vote, the Senate refused to convict, also on a close party-line vote. It seemed that President Clinton’s argument that he had only lied about sex and had not committed any harm to the nation on a par with treason or bribery, seemed to carry the day. But the partisan nature of the vote also suggested that impeachment and removal would become a test of party discipline, in that Presidents would likely survive so long as they could maintain the support of thirty-four Senators of their party.

A third President, Richard Nixon, likely would have faced impeachment and removal had he not resigned on August 9, 1974. Both a special counsel and the House had launched probes into a burglary of Democratic Party offices at the Watergate Hotel during the President’s reelection campaign. After the Supreme Court ordered President Nixon to obey a subpoena for White House tapes of meetings where the President had allegedly ordered the cover-up of the break-ins, the Judiciary Committee reported three articles of impeachment to the full House. President Nixon resigned before the House could vote but only after he had met with delegations of Republican congressmen who told him that he would likely lose the votes in Congress. While the committee had considered a wide variety of charges, such as bombing Cambodia without congressional authorization and tax cheating, in the end it recommended impeachment only for obstruction of the special counsel investigation, impeding the House’s probe, and for violating the individual rights of his political enemies through misuse of the CIA, FBI, and IRS. Unlike the Johnson and Clinton examples, however, President Nixon’s case never came to a vote in the House, not to mention a full trial in the Senate. It is difficult to conclude, therefore, that President Nixon’s resignation creates some kind of precedent in the way that the 1868 and 1998 examples might.

It is not even clear that the Nixon case or even the Johnson and Clinton impeachments should create any precedent, in a judicial sense, for Congress. In both the Johnson and Clinton cases, the Senate refused to convict. It could have found that the House had not “proved” its facts, though in both cases
the facts seemed fairly clear. President Johnson had indeed fired his Secretary of War without the consent of Congress; President Clinton had lied to prosecutors in a deposition recorded on video. If the facts were proven, then the Senate must have acquitted because they did not amount to high crimes and misdemeanors as defined by the Constitution. But the Senate leaves behind no written opinion to explain its decision because it acts much as a jury in a criminal trial to solely determine conviction. Therefore, we can draw no firm legal precedents from these earlier impeachments.

A previous Senate, moreover, could not bind a future Senate to its interpretation of the constitutional standards on impeachment. One Congress generally cannot bind a future Congress; as with all three branches of government, Congress can simply undo any action by a past Congress by passing a repealing law or rule. The Senate that tried President Andrew Johnson may well have concluded that it should not remove a President for exercising the executive power to fire cabinet officers. It could have believed that the exercise of constitutional power could not qualify as a high crime or misdemeanor, or it could have thought the President had to actually violate federal criminal law. But the Reconstruction Senate never took a vote, issued an opinion, or enacted an internal rule that interpreted the standard for impeachment. Even if it had, a contemporary Senate could change any rule or opinion by majority vote, just as the Senate changed the filibuster rule to exclude judicial and cabinet appointments. Senators who wanted to follow the Johnson or Clinton impeachments as some sort of precedent would have to appeal to tradition, rather than any legal rule, to govern a Trump impeachment.

Without any legal precedents, or even any system of binding practice, the original understanding of the Constitution becomes magnified in importance. The Constitution does not provide for the trial or punishment of a sitting President by prosecutors or a regular court. Instead, the Impeachment Clause creates a means to remove “the President, Vice President, and all civil Officers of the United States.”5 It vests the power to impeach in the House and specifies no vote requirement, so we have always assumed it occurs by majority vote. Impeachment amounts to an indictment in a criminal case, in which prosecutors decide they have enough evidence to bring a prosecution before a jury. Vesting the power in the House, rather than prosecutors or judges, could suggest that impeachment will not fall solely within the preserve of law, but will involve politics as well. Without any reading of the Impeachment Clauses based on legal authorities, Congress might allow politics to overwhelm law in its indictment and trial of

Presidents. Then-House Minority Leader Gerald Ford, for example, defended the impeachment of Justice Douglas because “an impeachable offense is whatever a majority of the House of Representatives considers it to be at a given moment in history.”

Our analysis reveals new sources of materials that make the first Trump impeachment more complex than presented in the trial, debates, and media commentary. Contrary to the claims of President Trump’s defense, we find that the Framers understood “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” to include conduct that went beyond the violation of federal criminal law. Such offenses could include abuse of power; but we also conclude that these acts had to inflict serious harm upon the nation. A President could commit a crime, but it would not impose sufficient injury upon the public to justify removal (as with the Clinton example). A President could also commit no crime, but his misconduct or negligence could so harm the nation as to justify removal from office. We also find that the Framers were so worried that Congress would turn impeachment toward partisan political purposes that they erected the two-thirds requirement for conviction to preserve executive independence. Instead of impeachment, the Framers expected that elections would provide the primary check on presidential misconduct.

This Article proceeds in three parts. Part I reviews the investigations into President Trump, his first impeachment and trial, and his acquittal. Part II uses both new and old techniques to recover the history of the drafting and ratification of the Constitution. We use computerized textual analysis—corpus linguistics—of British materials pre-dating the Constitution’s framing to analyze what those of the founding generation would have believed the phrase “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” meant. We then examine the drafting and ratification of the Constitution to understand how the Founders expected the Impeachment Clauses to work. Part III draws forth lessons from this history and applies them to the issues raised by the Trump impeachment.

I. THE TRUMP INVESTIGATIONS

A. THE MUELLER REPORT

For progressives, a heady brew of criminal investigation and impeachment had inflated their hopes of overturning the results of the 2016 elections. They hoped that Mueller’s probe into the Trump campaign’s

contacts with Russian intelligence would yield indictments not just of high-ranking officials—and it did—but also somehow produce the prosecution of the President himself.

In his public release of the Mueller report, Attorney General William Barr only underscored this lesson by refusing to indict President Trump for obstruction of justice. But this is no perverse reading of criminal law. For all of the complaints about the Mueller probe, first from Republicans that it relied too heavily on partisans, then from Democrats that it contained no indictment of the President, the Mueller investigation’s constitutional defects doomed it from the start. The Constitution itself establishes impeachment, not prosecution, as the answer to a corrupt or abusive President.

President Trump’s critics, however, displayed a Janus-like face to the public on impeachment. Within a month of Mueller’s July 2019 public testimony, about half of the Democrats (112 out of 235) in the House of Representatives had gone on record to demand impeachment. House Judiciary Chairman Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.), whose committee would launch any impeachment proceedings, said after the Mueller hearings that President Trump “richly deserves impeachment” and “has done many impeachable offenses, he’s violated the law six ways from Sunday.” While agreeing that the President had committed crimes, Speaker Nancy Pelosi resisted pleas from her party to begin impeachment. “We will proceed when we have what we need to proceed, not one day sooner,” she told reporters shortly after the hearings. Pelosi dismissed accusations that she was trying to “run out the clock” with her reluctance to start impeachment proceedings. But she has also made no secret of her belief that impeachment would only spark a partisan fight with no hope of prevailing in the Senate, which could well turn the electorate toward President Trump’s favor.

Democrat reluctance to strike off into impeachment reflects not just political calculation, but also the deeper constitutional challenges in removing a President. Democrats would have a hard time explaining whether...

---

10. Id. at 9:00.
President Trump’s conduct would qualify as “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” as required by Article II, Section 4 of the Constitution. Democrats might argue that conspiring to hack into Hillary Clinton’s or the Democratic National Committee’s computers constituted a crime, much like the Watergate burglary of 1972, or that spreading the information amounted to a breach of federal classification laws. But they would have to justify impeachment after Mueller had found insufficient evidence of “collusion.” In the Mueller hearings in July 2019, Democrats focused mostly on the second volume of the Mueller report, which probed whether President Trump had committed obstruction of justice.11 Again, Democrats would have to explain why they could use impeachment after Attorney General William Barr found insufficient evidence to prosecute.

Some Democrats demanded President Trump’s removal not for violating any law at all, but for his conduct in office. Representative Al Green (D-Tex.),12 for example, introduced articles of impeachment because of President Trump’s racist rhetoric, especially his July 2019 tweets that the “squad” of ultra-liberal, first-term Representatives Ilhan Omar of Minnesota, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York, Rashida Tlaib of Michigan, and Ayanna Pressley of Massachusetts should “go back and help fix the totally broken and crime infested places from which they came.”13 While racist in nature and, at the very least, a breach of the norms of modern presidential speech, the tweet and others like them do not violate any federal laws. Democrats would have to explain why conduct that breaks no law can still qualify as a high crime and misdemeanor, when Republicans in the 1990s impeached President Bill Clinton for perjury before Whitewater investigators, not his affair with intern Monica Lewinsky. Other Democrats have launched investigations into President Trump’s tax returns, his alleged hush payments to women, and shady real estate and business deals. But Democrats would have to argue that the Constitution allows them to impeach a President not for conduct in office, but his activities before he took office.

Some Democrats, of course, have demanded impeachment from day one. Elizabeth Holtzman, a young Member of the House at the time of

---


12. This was not Representative Green’s first attempt at jumpstarting impeachment of President Trump. See Brian Naylor, Impeachment Timeline: From Early Calls to a Full House Vote, NPR (Dec. 17, 2019, 5:00 AM), https://www.npr.org/2019/12/17/788397365/impeachment-timeline-from-early-calls-to-a-full-house-vote [https://perma.cc/M98R-92G8]. He and Representative Brad Sherman (D-CA) “filed an article charging Trump obstructed justice, two months after the president fired then-FBI director James Comey.” Id. And they reintroduced their article after Democrats won the House. Id.

13. @realDonaldTrump, TWITTER (July 14, 2019, 6:42 A.M.), https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1150381395078000643 [https://perma.cc/4UT2-KV27].
Watergate, set out *The Case for Impeaching Trump* in 2018. Calling for the impeachment of Republicans has become a full-time job for Holtzman, who also wrote several books demanding George W. Bush’s impeachment, too. Nevertheless, what were President Trump’s misdeeds after just less than two years in office? “He has refused to protect our system of free elections from foreign interference; he has relentlessly attacked the administration of justice[;] . . . he has failed to separate his personal business from the country’s,” she writes, “[A]nd to cover up these misdeeds, he has systematically lied and assailed the press.”14 Professor Allan J. Lichtman reports that he was predicting impeachment even before President Trump had won the November 2016 election.15 What were his offenses after less than a year and a half in office? A “penchant for lying, disregard for the law, and conflicts of interest,” which Lichtman said were “lifelong habits,” and “a history of mistreating women and covering up his misdeeds.”16 President Trump had “dubious connections to Russia [that] could open him to a charge of treason” and “disdain for constitutional restraints.”17 Further, President Trump “could commit his crime against humanity, not directly through war, but indirectly by reversing the battle against catastrophic climate change, upon which humanity’s well-being will likely depend.”18

As the end of President Trump’s term in office neared, even House Democrats had discarded the idea that failing to fight climate change amounted to an impeachable offense. Instead, critics focused on Mueller’s decision not to prosecute President Trump for obstruction of justice. But the President’s opponents should welcome Mueller’s declination (as the choice not to prosecute is known). Declining to prosecute returns the duty to curb presidential abuses of power to its constitutional seat: Congress. Mueller makes clear that he “conducted a thorough factual investigation in order to preserve the evidence when memories were fresh and documentary materials were available” even though he could not prosecute a sitting President.19 Why? Mueller argues that DOJ does not prosecute sitting Presidents so as not to “potentially preempt constitutional processes for addressing

---

16. Id. at xiii.
17. Id.
18. Id.
presidential misconduct.” The only mechanism that the Framers established to remedy presidential abuse of power remains impeachment.

While Congress wanted to transfer the fraught decision on whether to remove President Trump on to the special counsel, Mueller properly refused to accept this effort to fundamentally alter the separation of powers. Congress can conclude that the same conduct raised in the Mueller report justifies removal from office even if it is not criminal, but that will require Congress to take the political and constitutional accountability for undoing the results of a presidential election. President Trump, on the other hand, could defeat impeachment by retaining the support of at least thirty-four of the fifty-three Republican Senators in any trial. To do this, he would need more than just political cunning. He would have to argue that the major obstruction charges unconstitutionally infringe on his constitutional authority to manage the executive branch and that Mueller’s other evidence does not prove an impeachable offense. House Democrats had no stomach for that fight; they never initiated impeachment proceedings over the Russian conspiracy or obstruction of justice claims.

After an expensive and damaging two-year probe, Robert Mueller unintentionally did President Trump a great favor. The special counsel’s report definitively cleared President Trump, his campaign, and his administration of conspiring with Russia to break federal law. Mueller’s investigation found significant Russian efforts to influence the elections and to harm Hillary Clinton’s candidacy. The special counsel, for example, indicted multiple Russian hackers and concluded that the “Russian government interfered in the 2016 presidential election in sweeping and systematic fashion.” But it found no cooperation by the obvious beneficiaries, the Trump campaign. Regarding “collusion,” however, the report stated that “the investigation did not establish that members of the Trump Campaign conspired or coordinated with the Russian government in its election interference activities.” At the cost of a year and a half, platoons of investigators, and millions of dollars, Mueller’s investigation should have put to rest the claim that President Trump had conspired with Russian agents to sabotage the Clinton campaign.

But the Mueller report opened a door and refused to reach the same conclusion on the issue of presidential obstruction of justice. The special counsel identified ten separate incidents where, the report suggested,

---

20. Id. at 1.
21. Id.
President Trump may have tried to interfere with the probe itself. Some of the incidents included the picayune, such as candidate Trump denying any contacts with Russia yet declaring publicly: “Russia, if you’re listening, I hope you’re able to find the 30,000 [Clinton] emails that are missing.”  

But some of the incidents had a more serious cast, such as President Trump’s decision to fire FBI Director Comey, which, as the President told NBC anchor Lester Holt, he thought “when I decided to just do it, I said to myself—I said, you know, this Russia thing with Trump and Russia is a made-up story.” President Trump also considered separately firing Mueller and Attorney General Jeff Sessions because of the special counsel investigation, but White House staff did not follow up and the President ultimately dropped the idea.

Mueller’s theory of obstruction did not take traditional form. President Trump did not destroy evidence or threaten witnesses. Instead, it identified more subtle means that could have interfered with the probe, but also could have represented the President’s good-faith exercise of his constitutional authority over law enforcement. Nor could Mueller nail down the critical element of obstruction: whether President Trump had the “corrupt” mental state to impede the special counsel probe during these ten episodes. Here, the probe made a critical turn. Rather than seek a live interview with the President, the special counsel allowed President Trump to submit written answers that placed off-limits any questions about obstruction. Without any testimony subject to follow up cross-examination, Mueller could not have reached any definitive conclusions about whether President Trump committed obstruction or not.

Despite a second volume of 182 pages devoted to potential obstruction of justice, Mueller decided “not to make a traditional prosecutorial judgment” and reach “ultimate conclusions about the President’s conduct.” Mueller explicitly declared that his report did not exonerate the President either. In the opening minutes of the July 2019 House Judiciary Committee hearing, for example, Chairman Nadler asked about President Trump’s multiple claims of vindication by the investigation. “And what about total exoneration? Did you actually totally exonerate the president?” Nadler asked. “No,” Mueller replied.

Both Mueller and Barr properly concluded that Justice Department
legal opinions prohibited them from charging a sitting President with a federal crime. As the Clinton Office of Legal Counsel ruled in 2000, “the indictment or criminal prosecution of a sitting President would impermissibly undermine the capacity of the executive branch to perform its constitutionally assigned functions.”

But if both Mueller and Barr believed the constitutional bar on prosecuting a President settled the matter, they should never have allowed Volume II’s obstruction probe. Instead, Barr reviewed the report and reached a decision, as the nation’s top federal prosecutor, that “the evidence developed by the Special Counsel is not sufficient to establish that the President committed an obstruction-of-justice offense.” In his April 2019 press conference summarizing the Mueller report’s findings, Barr argued that he worked within Mueller’s “legal framework,” despite his disagreements with it, and simply found that the evidence did not clear the bar for a case.

But the Mueller report and Barr’s declination to prosecute do not end the matter. While his reasoning to decline to prosecute was vague, it depended on impeachment as the proper constitutional method to remove Presidents who abuse their powers. Mueller made clear in his report that he “conducted a thorough factual investigation in order to preserve the evidence when memories were fresh and documentary materials were available” even though he could not prosecute a sitting president. Preserving evidence and memories makes no sense if Mueller had already decided he could not bring a case against a sitting President. The Justice Department does not play the role of national historian. Instead, Mueller explained that the DOJ does not prosecute sitting Presidents so as not to “potentially preempt constitutional processes for addressing presidential misconduct.” The Constitution lists only two “processes” for addressing “presidential misconduct.” One is elections—the American people can punish an abusive President by voting the President out of office at the next ballot. The second is impeachment. There are no others.

30. Id.
31. MUELLER, III, supra note 19, at 2.
32. Id. at 1.
B. THE UKRAINE MESS

But even as the Mueller probe ended, House Democrats seized on a second controversy to launch a real impeachment proceeding. Just days after the Mueller report came to a finish, President Trump made a phone call to Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky on July 25, 2019. The call set off impeachment hearings within a month of the first news reports of the whistleblower complaint. The House Intelligence Committee completed its investigation in about two months, the Judiciary Committee voted out articles of impeachment in two weeks, and the House impeached in one week. Even though the House’s procedures for the probe would not meet courtroom standards of fairness, the Constitution does not require that impeachment follow due process. But the speed with which the House conducted its proceedings and its truncated nature—the investigators never interviewed top White House and cabinet heads, such as John Bolton, Mick Mulvaney, or Mike Pompeo—suggests that Democrats decided not to pursue a serious inquiry. The Senate could have based its February 2020 decision to acquit solely on the ground that the House had failed to conduct a fair, thorough investigation before exercising its most awesome constitutional power.

In late September 2019, the House Intelligence Committee began its investigation into President Trump’s dealings with Ukraine. Democrats claimed that beginning with the July 25 phone call, President Trump sought a quid pro quo from Ukraine. President Trump allegedly would release almost $400 million in U.S. foreign and military aid already earmarked by Congress for Ukraine or grant a White House visit. In exchange, Kyiv would investigate Hunter Biden’s lucrative board seat with Burisma, a Ukrainian natural gas company, and Joe Biden’s role in pressuring a previous Ukrainian administration to fire a prosecutor who wished to investigate that relationship. Democrats further argued that President Trump created an off-the-books foreign policy run by his personal lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, and two political appointees, ambassadors Volker and Sondland, that excluded career State Department and NSC officials.

No American President has ever been removed from office by Congress. And that is still the case after conclusion of both impeachment proceedings against President Trump. President Richard Nixon would likely have been removed in the Watergate scandal if the House had impeached and the Senate held a trial, but he resigned in 1974. The House had impeached only two Presidents, President Andrew Johnson in 1868 and President Bill Clinton in 1998, but the Senate acquitted them both. Trump’s impeachment in 2019 and his trial in 2020 followed the same pattern. By fighting his impeachment, however, President Trump stood for more than
President Johnson and President Clinton. President Johnson sought to frustrate Congress’s post–Civil War plans by ending Reconstruction early. Even though he beat impeachment, President Johnson failed to alter the course of Reconstruction—much to the nation’s benefit. President Clinton sought to conceal a sordid affair with a young White House intern, among other scandals. He remained in office, with little effect on the nation’s system of governance. President Trump’s struggle with House Democrats sought to protect the President’s constitutional right to conduct foreign policy and to manage the executive branch. His acquittal will help make sure that future Presidents can take advantage of those powers as their predecessors have.

Before turning to the substance, the Ukraine impeachment first raised the question of procedure. Even as they rushed headlong into their unavoidable constitutional crash, President Donald Trump and Speaker Nancy Pelosi might have agreed on the procedures for the impeachment inquiry. Contrary to the President’s claims, the Constitution does not require the House to be “fair” in its probe. But House leaders should still have furnished the President with due process because otherwise the impeachment proceedings could not persuade the Senate or the American people of the case against Trump. That is ultimately what happened.

Both sides staked out extreme constitutional positions from the start. In a letter dated October 8, 2019, White House counsel Pat Cipollone declared that the President would refuse to cooperate with the inquiry or even recognize its legality.33 Cipollone accused the House of acting “contrary to the Constitution of the United States and all past bipartisan precedent” and of designing an inquiry that “violates fundamental fairness and constitutionally mandated due process.”34 Claiming that any allegations against President Trump were “baseless,” Cipollone informed Pelosi that neither the President nor his administration would “participate in your partisan and unconstitutional inquiry.”35 President Trump’s private counsel, Rudy Giuliani, was equally critical of the House. “You look at all the irregularities, you can come to the conclusion that this is an illicit hearing,” Rudolph W. Giuliani, the President’s personal lawyer, said the next day.36 “This is the first time that a president hasn’t had the ability to have his party

33. See generally Letter from Pat A. Cipollone, White House Couns., to Nancy Pelosi, Speaker, House of Representatives, Adam B. Schiff, Chairman, House Permanent Select Comm. on Intel., Eliot L. Engel, Chairman, House Foreign Affs. Comm. & Elijah E. Cummings, Chairman, House Comm. on Oversight & Reform (Oct. 8, 2019).
34. Id. at 1.
35. Id. at 2.
to call witnesses in the preliminary phase. It sounds like they’re singling him out for unfair treatment.”

Even while adopting an absolutist constitutional position, President Trump still signaled an openness to compromise. Even though he has attacked the House for running a “kangaroo court,” the President said a week later that he might cooperate if the House voted to approve the impeachment inquiry and provided some procedures. “Yeah, that sounds O.K.,” he told reporters. “We would if they give us our rights. It depends.”

President Trump and Cipollone had half a point. The House acted at odds with the precedents set by Presidents Richard Nixon and Bill Clinton’s investigations. Rather than hold a House vote to launch impeachment, Speaker Pelosi simply gave her public blessing to ongoing committee probes into President Trump’s Ukraine machinations. She did not cure this defect until a month after the impeachment inquiry began. Unlike Watergate, the Democratic House committee chairs did not create a bipartisan staff, nor did they grant the President (or the Republican minority) the right to have counsel present, cross-examine witnesses, call their own witnesses, subpoena evidence, or present competing arguments and facts. Democrats threatened to ignore any executive privilege raised by administration witnesses. “Any failure to appear,” one committee chair informed a career State Department official, “shall constitute evidence of obstruction.”

Despite these hardball tactics, Speaker Pelosi had the Constitution on her side. Article I gives the House “the sole Power of Impeachment” and the right to “determine the Rules of its Proceedings.” It does not place any limits on the power. Because of this sparse text, the House may run its impeachment inquiry in whatever manner it wishes. In 1868, the House voted to impeach President Andrew Johnson only three days after he fired

37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. Id.
the Secretary of War without congressional consent (violating a law that was surely unconstitutional). If the Watergate or Whitewater hearings provided Presidents with any rights, they came as a matter of legislative grace, not constitutional rights.

Supreme Court precedent affirms the House’s broad discretion. In *Nixon v. United States*, the Justices considered parallel constitutional language that gives the Senate “the sole Power to try all Impeachments.”  

A federal judge argued that his removal violated the Constitution because he had not received a real trial with due process rights. Writing for a 9-0 Court, Chief Justice Rehnquist held that the word “sole” ousted the judiciary any review of the trial. The Senate was to operate “independently and without assistance or interference.” If we understand (as we should) the same constitutional words to bear the same meaning, the House’s “sole” power to impeach similarly excludes review not just of the trial, but the impeachment, too.

Cipollone, however, had institutional politics on his side. If the House had sought seriously to remove the President, it should have granted President Trump more rights. Holding a vote of the House to authorize the investigation held only symbolic value. The real benefits would have come in the day-to-day conduct of the probe. Democrats should have invited the White House and the Republican minority to witness interviews and to review all documentary evidence. They should have provided all witnesses with the right to counsel. They should have recognized all valid privileges rooted in the Constitution or the federal rules of evidence. They should have bent over backwards to give President Trump and House Republicans the opportunity to be heard. A defendant’s right to confront his or her accusers traces to the very beginnings of Western civilization. In a 1988 case, Justice Scalia quoted Saint Paul in *Acts 25:16*: “It is not the manner of the Romans to deliver any man up to die before the accused has met his accusers face to face, and has been given a chance to defend himself against the charges.”

Pelosi could argue that President Trump’s demands go beyond anything required by Article II’s Impeachment Clause. The House plays the role of a prosecutor, who does not bring defendants along to meet witnesses and see evidence. That comparison does not fit, however, because prosecutors also do not hold hearings to air their evidence in public, nor do they engage in majority and minority questioning of witnesses. The division of authority

---

47. *Id.* at 252–53. See generally *Benedict*, supra note 2.
between the House and Senate creates an even weightier responsibility. Under the existing rules, the Senate holds only a pale imitation of a trial. Individual senators cannot speak, question witnesses, or test evidence. They never debate the meaning of “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” House managers present their case in speeches, the President’s lawyers make closing statements, and the senators vote. Treating senators as silent jurors, a Senate trial creates no forum for the testing of the witnesses or the evidence.

Because of the Senate’s obsolete rules, the House impeachment process provided the only opportunity for the American people to weigh the factual evidence and the legal arguments against President Trump. That magnified the importance of providing President Trump with due process rights, not because the Constitution required it, but because it would have given the public greater faith in a decision to impeach. Involving the White House and the Republican opposition would have created greater confidence that impeachment had survived the same trial-by-fire demanded for any criminal conviction. Even if the Senate acquitted, the House’s bulletproofed judgment that President Trump committed a “high Crime or Misdemeanor” would surely affect his reelection, where the Framers expected the ultimate decision to remove a President to be made.

President Trump’s first impeachment also gave the Senate the opportunity to reform its antiquated rules for the trial. Under existing Senate procedures, the trial produced the worst of both worlds. When the House has a flimsy case, the Senate must still put the country through the wrenching, divisive political spectacle of an impeachment trial without any opportunity to immediately dismiss the case. When the House has a strong case, Senators must sit silently without any chance to participate directly in the trial. Allowing a real trial would have improved the decision-making over whether to “fire” President Trump and would have made Congress more responsive and accountable to the American people.

With House Democrats swiftly marching to impeachment in the course of just three months, Senators could have attended to the defects revealed by the President Bill Clinton’s 1998 trial. Those rules give Senators a passive role: they cannot reject the House’s decision to send an impeachment over, they must sit and listen to House prosecutors and White House defense lawyers without making a peep, they never directly see or examine witnesses or documents, and they never make arguments over the facts or the law of conviction, particularly the meaning of “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.”
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As early as October 2019, Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell properly recognized that existing Senate rules automatically required a trial if the House impeached. Some conservative commentators argued that Senate Republicans should slow-walk the process. They may have hoped for a repeat of their success in holding open the seat of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia by refusing to schedule a vote for Obama’s nominee, Merrick Garland. If Republicans could have delayed a trial indefinitely, or at least until after the 2020 elections, President Trump would never have faced removal from office at all.

All parties assumed that the Constitution required the Senate to hold a trial, even if—as we saw in the 1998 Clinton impeachment—it essentially consumed all of the nation’s political attention to the detriment of other pressing national problems. This ignored the Constitution’s assignment of roles to the House and Senate. The House starts the process by “impeaching” the President on a charge of treason, bribery, or some other “high Crime” or “Misdemeanor.” The Senate has “the sole power to try” the case. The constitutional text underscores that the Senate plays a judicial role by including the word “try,” requiring the Chief Justice to preside at the President’s trial, and referring to “the Party convicted” if the Senate decides to remove the President from office.

Nothing in the constitutional text required the Senate to consider a House impeachment promptly, or even at all. The Senate could have postponed consideration of a House impeachment indefinitely—say, until after the 2020 presidential election. Just as a court need not schedule a trial upon a prosecutor’s wishes, so the Senate could suit its own convenience, not just that of the House. The Senate has delayed consideration of actions by other branches of the government for years, such as refusing to consider treaties submitted by the President for advice and consent. Or the Senate could simply have voted to reject the case, much as a court can find that a plaintiff cannot win its case, even if all the facts are accepted as true, because it has no legal claim. An employer might have fired an employee because the former did not like the employee’s schooling, for example, but federal law provides no right to sue for discrimination on that ground. Similarly, the House may have proven that President Trump had indeed asked Ukraine for a favor that would have benefitted him personally, but that the facts did not rise to the level of treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.

But under its own rules, the Senate chose to give up its constitutional flexibility. Upon receiving the House’s articles of impeachment, the Senate must “proceed to the consideration” of the articles.51 It must remain in
session every day “until final judgment shall be rendered.” These rules senselessly require the Senate to move immediately to a trial no matter how meritless or partisan the House’s case for impeachment. Suppose the House impeached President Trump for a difference over foreign policy where the President had done nothing wrong, as the White House argued throughout the impeachment. Even then, the Senate would have to go to a trial that consumed all of the air in our nation’s political system.

Senators forgot that they remained masters of their own procedures. Because each house of Congress enjoys unilateral control over its own procedures, the Senate can structure its trial role as it sees fit. In the 1993 Nixon case, the Supreme Court also made clear that federal courts will not review Senate impeachment procedures. When sitting as a court trying an impeachment, the Senate is the supreme court.

Because a simple majority can change its rules at any time, Republicans could have established a new rule to require a vote to begin an impeachment trial, rather than allowing one to begin automatically. Republicans recently have used their power to change Senate rules, such as ending the filibuster for Supreme Court nominations. The same goes for Democrats, who earlier ended the filibuster for lower court nominees.

Those who believed the House produced strong grounds to impeach the President should also have supported a reform. Under the existing rules, individual Senators could not speak at any length. They never questioned witnesses, never tested documentary evidence, and never interpreted the law. They never meaningfully debate the meaning of “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” While silence called upon Senators to play the role of impartial jurors, it also curbed debate and diminished political accountability. A real trial would have allowed the American people—through the lens of the Senate—not just to see but to judge the facts and the law of President Trump’s impeachment. Under current Senate rules, the trial only became a trailer of the main show: House impeachment hearings.

President Trump’s impeachment, of course, did not turn on process. The Senate acquitted because it concluded that the facts claimed by the House did not justify removal. Because President Trump’s impeachment ended without removal by the Senate—following the pattern of Presidents Johnson and Clinton—Democrats were blamed for dragging the nation through a futile ordeal to remove President Trump and lost seats in the 2020 elections.

Overall, the hearings were relatively monotonous and made little
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progress on substance. Few people will have changed their minds after watching all two weeks of testimony. In the televised hearings in the House Intelligence Committee, we saw distinguished U.S. diplomats—such as acting Ambassador to Ukraine William Taylor and Deputy Assistant Secretary of State George Kent—carefully and unemotionally describe what they witnessed. We saw fighting between Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff (D-Calif.), and Republican committee members who questioned his exclusion of their witnesses and lines of questioning.

But the facts remained the same. On July 25, President Trump made a phone call to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky. In the course of the conversation, President Trump asked for “a favor,” according to a rough transcript released by the White House. The favor? That Zelensky investigate why Ukrainian prosecutors had not investigated the appointment of the unqualified Hunter Biden (son of then-Vice President Joe Biden) to a cushy spot on the board of the Burisma natural gas firm—reportedly at a salary of about $50,000 per month. The White House temporarily delayed nearly $400 million in U.S. foreign and military aid to Ukraine until the public announcement of the investigations. But the Ukrainians never announced or conducted such investigations, and the White House eventually released the funds. As a result, President Trump provided far more effective assistance for Ukraine’s struggle against Russian aggression than the administration of President Obama ever did.

Most of this story was already widely known, thanks to Democratic legislative malpractice. House Democrats had conducted depositions of Kent, Taylor, Vindman, Sondland, Hill, and others behind closed doors, with little participation by the minority Republicans. But Democrats then released the witnesses’ written testimony, after earlier leaking the high points of the questioning. With no new testimony, and civil servants doing their best to be bland and nonpartisan (which, after all, is their job), the hearings only repeated what the news media had already broadcast weeks before. The televised hearings also provided few critical facts because of the White House’s decision weeks before to release the rough transcript of the July 25 Trump-Zelensky call. The White House’s move reduced much of the public testimony to providing color and context to facts already known.

Take, for example, the “news” that Taylor had learned from staff of an overheard, July 26 phone call between President Trump and America’s ambassador to the European Union, Gordon Sondland. President Trump allegedly asked Sondland about the “investigations,” and Sondland
reportedly replied that the Ukrainians were “ready to move forward.”

When the aide asked Sondland what President Trump thought of Ukraine, the ambassador reportedly replied that President Trump cares “more about the investigations of Biden, which Giuliani was pressing for,” referring to President Trump’s lawyer Rudy Giuliani. But this should come as no surprise. The July 25 transcript already made clear that President Trump cared enough about the investigations to raise the issue directly with the President Zelensky. And the already unreliable Sondland, who has had to correct his testimony and may be in the habit of exaggerating his role, added another level of hearsay to the tale. This made front-page headlines but was soon forgotten.

In fact, the speed of the House impeachment proceedings precluded the thorough investigation demanded by a decision of this constitutional magnitude. Democrats had difficulty showing that President Trump had demanded a true quid pro quo. The July 25 transcript showed that President Trump had asked Ukraine for the “favor” of looking into whether a Ukrainian-linked cybersecurity company had anything to do with interference in the 2016 elections. While we may agree with Fiona Hill that this conspiracy theory of Ukrainian meddling makes no sense and does not square with the facts, a request for further investigation seems within the national interest, rather than just to President Trump’s personal benefit.

If President Trump had asked Ukraine to help with the U.S. investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 election, it seems beyond doubt that such a favor would have equally fallen within the scope of U.S. national interests. Just because information might benefit President Trump does not mean that it does not benefit the nation as well.

But Democrats encountered even more difficult challenges in showing an exchange of a benefit for the second favor: looking into the Bidens. Initially, it is not even clear what President Trump asked for in the July 25 transcript. “There’s a lot of talk about Biden’s son, that Biden stopped the
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prosecution,” President Trump said.\textsuperscript{58} “[A] lot of people want to find out about that so whatever you can do with the Attorney General would be great.”\textsuperscript{59} He finished by telling Zelensky that “Biden went around bragging that he stopped the prosecution so if you can look into it . . . . It sounds horrible to me.”\textsuperscript{60} Viewed in a fair light, President Trump seems to be rambling here, and it is unclear what President Trump wants Zelensky to do—whatever it is, it does not seem to take the form of a demand. But more importantly, President Trump never mentions in the phone call that he has ordered a hold on foreign and military aid for Ukraine, and it appears that Ukraine did not even learn about the delay until more than a month later.\textsuperscript{61} Even when Ukraine did, they did not appear to feel any coercion had occurred, as they never publicly announced an investigation into the Bidens and Burisma. It is hard to pull off a quid pro quo if the holder of the quo does not know about the quid.

This is not to say that we know for sure whether President Trump was pursuing corruption, on behalf of the national interest, or Biden, for his own personal political advantage. This is where the House Democrats failed in their constitutional duty. They limited their investigation to the questioning of career Foreign Service and NSC staff, plus a few mid-level political appointees and ambassadors. None of them apparently had ever discussed Ukraine with President Trump or had direct evidence of a corrupt quid pro quo. A thorough investigation would have sought the testimony of those who would have directly spoken with the President about Ukraine. The list of indispensable witnesses includes Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney, National Security Advisor John Bolton, and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo. While these officials initially claimed executive privilege, Congress has many tools at its disposal to overcome such obstacles or to persuade Presidents to waive their right to secrecy. In fact, past impeachment inquiries, not to mention regular oversight hearings, had managed to convince Presidents to allow their subordinates to cooperate with Congress. The Watergate Tapes case is but one example of a White House having to give up executive privilege in the face of possible impeachment.

House Democrats unfortunately could not wait for the courts or for political negotiations. Instead, they seemed determined to drive the process quickly so that impeachment could conclude by Christmas and a trial could
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begin in the new year. Some clearly feared that President Trump would be reelected if they did not remove him swiftly. Representative Al Green, D-Texas, admitted, “I’m concerned that if we don’t impeach this president, he will get reelected.” 62 Others likely made the calculation that drawing impeachment out into 2020 could help President Trump by preventing Democrats from shifting attention to their legislative achievements or the virtues of their own presidential candidates. House Democrats could offer no good, nonpolitical reason to halt the impeachment investigation before Congress had a chance to hear from the most important, relevant witnesses. Putting political calculation before investigatory thoroughness betrayed the Constitution’s purposes for impeachment. The Framers understood that impeachment would cause political disruption. Impeachment “will seldom fail to agitate the passions of the whole community, and to divide it into parties, more or less friendly, or inimical, to the accused,” Hamilton predicted in Federalist 65. 63

In many cases, it will connect itself with the pre-existing factions, and will enlist all their animosities, partialities, influence, and interest on one side, or on the other; and in such cases there will always be the greatest danger, that the decision will be regulated more by the comparative strength of parties, than by the real demonstrations of innocence or guilt. 64

The Senate could have well chosen to acquit based on the facts and the law, rather than the process. It can remove a President for “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” House Democrats believed that conduct that would violate the federal bribery statute would simultaneously meet the “Bribery” requirement in the Impeachment Clause. This was mistaken, for it would allow Congress to change the meaning of the Impeachment Clause by statute. A President’s abuse of his or her foreign affairs power, however, for purely personal or even partisan gain, rather than to advance the national interest, could fall within the Framers’ understanding of “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” Nevertheless, the facts as found by the House did not present clear and convincing evidence that the President sought to advance only his personal interest when he asked Ukraine to investigate Hunter Biden.

The Senate may also have agreed with the Founders that impeachment should only come as a last resort. “At the end of four years, [the President] may be turned out of his office,” Governor Edmund Randolph said during
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the 1788 Virginia ratifying convention to Anti-Federalists worried about executive power.\textsuperscript{65} “If he misbehaves he may be impeached, and in this case he will never be reelected.”\textsuperscript{66} Otherwise, Federalists worried, the President would become too dependent on a Congress all too eager to use impeachment to get its way.\textsuperscript{67} As the nation entered a presidential election year, Democratic candidates freely called for impeachment.\textsuperscript{68} But the Senators realized that these candidates—and not the Constitution’s elaborate procedures for impeachment—played the Framers’ primary role in checking presidential abuses of power. The Constitution trusts the American people, acting through the ballot box, to make a judgment on whether President Trump really sought a quid pro quo with Ukraine. Senators remained confident, where House Democrats did not, in the Framers’ judgment.

II. IMPEACHMENT: THE ORIGINAL UNDERSTANDING  

While recognizing that both law and politics would infuse impeachment, the Constitution also tries to prevent the people’s representatives from abusing their power to remove the President for purely political ends. The Constitution divides impeachment, which amounts to indicting or choosing to go to prosecution, from the trial itself. Article I gives the duty of conducting the trial to the Senate, rather than allowing the House to be prosecutor and jury. Unlike the decision to impeach, the Constitution also requires a two-thirds vote for conviction. If the one-third of smallest states banded together, roughly nine percent of the nation could prevent the other ninety-one percent from removing a President. It creates such a high requirement to convict—the same vote necessary for Congress to send a constitutional amendment to the States or to override a presidential veto—that it demands that presidential removal represent a broad consensus across the nation’s geography, population, and social classes. As Akhil Amar has observed, this structure reinforces the principle that regular criminal prosecutors cannot bring charges against the President because a local district attorney, or even U.S. Attorney, could not represent the broad
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consensus required by the impeachment clause.\textsuperscript{69}

Yet another provision declares that the punishment “shall not extend further than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any Office of honor, Trust or Profit under the United States.”\textsuperscript{70} This provision effectively limits impeachment to the same punishment as that possible at the next quadrennial election: being voted out of office. Or, put another way, the Constitution allows for the removal of a President who commits high crimes and misdemeanors through impeachment immediately, or through the regular electoral process over a longer period of time. It also makes clear that after conviction, the removed officer “shall nevertheless be liable and subject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment and Punishment, according to Law.”\textsuperscript{71} Thus, the Constitution makes clear that the impeachment power addresses only removal from office, and that prosecution for violating federal law has to wait until after conviction. The Constitution specifies no right to appeal the judgment of the Senate, and the Supreme Court made clear in 1993 that it considers impeachment to pose a “political question” outside of judicial review.\textsuperscript{72} The Constitution prevents a President from enjoying complete immunity from lawbreaking, but simply modifies the timing of accountability until after the President leaves office.

Only two constitutional provisions address the standard for impeachment. Article II states that “The President . . . and all civil Officers of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.”\textsuperscript{73} A different provision addresses the impeachment of judicial officers. Article III states that “The Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good Behavior.”\textsuperscript{74} Thus, these two provisions read together suggest that “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” includes a different set of offenses than a violation of “good Behavior.” A textual approach would also suggest that “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” would have a similar nature to “Treason” and “Bribery” since they are included in the same list and are connected by the key word “other.” If the clause had read “Treason, Bribery, and high Crimes and
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Misdemeanors” instead, without the “other,” impeachment might have a much broader scope. Other parts of the Constitution reinforce the idea that “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” limits impeachment to serious offenses. Article I immunizes members of Congress from arrest when attending a session except for “Treason, Felony, and Breach of the Peace.” It seems that felonies or breaches of the peace do not amount to “high” crimes. Article IV requires states to extradite fugitives charged with “Treason, Felony, or other Crime.” This approach does not answer the question as to what treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors should have in common—only that we should read the catch-all as including only offenses of a similar gravity.

A. PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP & VIEWS

Politicians and scholars have fought over the scope of impeachment for as long as the Republic has existed. The debate naturally focuses on the grounds for impeachment and removal of a sitting President. Some, such as President Trump’s defense team, argue that the Chief Executive must commit an actual crime in order to meet the standard of “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” Harvard Law Professor Alan Dershowitz most prominently argued during the 2020 impeachment trial and his earlier writing that Congress could not remove a President in the exercise of his or her constitutional powers, but instead only if the President committed a crime such as bribery. On the other end of the spectrum, then-Minority Leader Gerald Ford took the position in 1970, in proposing the removal of Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas, that “[a]n impeachable offense is whatever a majority of the House of Representatives considers it to be at a given moment in history.” Others, such as Yale Law Professor Charles Black and Columbia Law Professor Philip Bobbitt, have sought to identify a line somewhere between a crime and anything, such as offenses “which so seriously threaten the order of political society as to make pestilent and dangerous the [President’s] continuance in power.”

Imposing a criminal requirement would place the clearest lines around the impeachment power. It would give the clearest definition of the conduct at issue by incorporating federal criminal statutes and the case law interpreting them. Drawing on Justice Benjamin Curtis’s arguments as
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President Johnson’s impeachment defense counsel, Nikolas Bowie argues that “the principle of no crime without law remains an important safeguard for all potential criminal defendants,” including those in an impeachment trial.79 “There is no reason why when Congress acts as a prosecutor it should be permitted to ignore the Constitution’s basic protections of due process and criminal procedure,” Bowie concludes.80 Otherwise, Congress would enjoy “as much unlimited discretion as Parliament once had to accuse and convict a political opponent of a crime.”81 In his testimony before the House, Jonathan Turley similarly warned that the Trump impeachment “is a case without a clear criminal act and would be the first such case in history if the House proceeds without further evidence.” He further urged the House not to approve the articles because “[i]n all three impeachment inquiries, the commission of criminal acts by [Presidents] Johnson, Nixon, and Clinton were clear and established.”82

During his impeachment trial, President Trump added two further requirements in addition to criminality: the conduct at hand also must “inflict[] sufficiently egregious harm on the government” and that the harm “threatens to subvert the Constitution.”83 His counsel drew these three requirements out of the constitutional text. By using the terms treason, bribery, and “other high Crimes and Misdemeanors,” the White House argued, the Framers limited impeachment only to criminal acts. “Other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” must have the same character as treason and bribery, which are crimes as well.

While the President rested his defense on this textual argument, he made historical and structural arguments as well. President Trump claimed as support Blackstone’s observation that an impeachment is a “prosecution of the already known and established law.”84 He also pointed to the decision at the Constitutional Convention to replace the original standard for impeachment—mal-administration—with “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” as evidence that the Framers intended to limit Congress’s power to remove the President to criminal acts. His defense further claimed
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that the crime-only reading had survived the test of practice, as Congress had charged both President Andrew Johnson and President William J. Clinton with crimes.

These historical claims, however, do not persuade. While it is true that Blackstone did observe that Parliament had considered impeachments that had violated established law, Blackstone more importantly treated crimes and impeachments separately in his Commentaries. Blackstone did not consider impeachment limited to only crimes. In fact, he defined “high misdemeanors” subject to impeachment in Parliament as “the mal-administration of such high officers, as are in public trust and employment. This is usually punished by the method of parliamentary impeachment.”

While the Constitutional Convention did replace “mal-administration” as a ground of impeachment, President Trump could not identify any important supporter of the Constitution, at the time of ratification, who argued that Congress could remove a President only for criminal conduct. In fact, such an argument would have made little sense during ratification, when the Federalists sought to defend the Presidency against Anti-Federalists who charged that the Executive was already too powerful.

President Trump’s summoning of historical practice to his defense seems similarly flawed. President Johnson, for example, violated the Tenure in Office Act. But Congress enacted the Tenure in Office Act itself to violate the President’s constitutional authority to remove subordinate executive branch officials. It was as if Congress had passed a law prohibiting the President from appointing or firing a White House advisor. Congress sought to remove President Johnson not because he had violated the law, but because he sought to frustrate its Reconstruction policies. President Bill Clinton’s impeachment comes closer to the mark, as he allegedly committed perjury by lying about his affair with Monica Lewinsky. The Senate, however, as in the Johnson case, refused to convict, which weakens the value of the Clinton case as precedent.

Advocates of crime-only impeachment cannot claim support from the original understanding of the Constitution’s drafting and ratification. Instead, they must argue that their approach would advance important structural goals. President Trump, for example, argued that an impeachable offense requires “a violation of established law” because removal raises two profound issues. First, the White House argues, conviction “means overturning the democratically expressed will of the people in the only
national election in which all eligible citizens participate.” This argument mirrors the one made by the President’s political supporters at the time that impeachment amounted to an undoing of the results of the 2016 election.

Second, President Trump argues, “because the President himself is vested with the authority of an entire branch of the federal government, his removal would cause extraordinary disruption to the Nation.” In particular, conviction would throw into doubt the federal government’s ability to perform the unique Article-II functions of law enforcement, command of the military, and foreign policy.

These structural arguments miss the more important constitutional principle at stake. Impeachment does not quite match overturning the 2016 elections, because if the Senate had removed President Trump, the Constitution would have mandated that his partisan running mate, Vice President Mike Pence, would have ascended to the Presidency. Overturning the 2016 election would have called for making Hillary Clinton President. Nor does frustrating the will of the 2016 electorate raise constitutional issues. Impeachment by the House gave voice to the results of the 2018 election, in which the Democratic Party went from a 194–241 minority to a 235–199 majority, a swing of 41 seats. Many Democrats ran squarely against the President and his fitness for office; bringing impeachment proceedings may have represented the most recent expression of popular will. Oddly, the President did not invoke the most important structural reason provided by the Framers for impeachment’s difficulty. As we explain infra, the Federalists sought to place a check on potential abuse of office, but at the same time they did not want the legislature to use its removal power to control the President. In their mind, this would undo the very reform—an independent, unified executive branch—that they sought to import into the Constitution.

Leading scholars, however, reject the idea that Congress can only impeach a President for a crime. At the other end of the spectrum from the crime-only reading, some argue that the Constitution makes impeachment a political offense, and so its definition is simply up to politics. The dean of impeachment scholars, Michael Gerhardt, concludes that “the framers and ratifiers seemed to have shared a common understanding of impeachment as a political proceeding and impeachable offenses as political crimes.” Gerhardt suggests that impeachable offenses could extend not just to serious violations of federal law, but also deliberately leaving the nation defenseless.
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The constitutional text, however, “defies specification because it rests on the circumstances under which the offenses have occurred,” he writes, “and on the collective political judgment of Congress.”90 Frank Bowman agrees that politics will determine whether conduct amounts to an impeachable offense. He argues that “the judgment about whether a particular president should be impeached will, at the moment of crisis, turn primarily on whether Congress thinks it is good or bad for the country that he or she should be permitted to remain as chief executive.”91 Impeachment is a political, rather than legal process. “[I]mpeachment was designed not as a legal process for punishing individual wrongdoing,” Bowman writes, “but as a means of protecting the republic from the faults, frailties, or skullduggery of high government officers.”92 Bowman, upon whom the House Judiciary Committee relied heavily in its impeachment report, comes perilously close to Gerald Ford’s definition. Originalist Michael Paulsen agrees: “Impeachment is a political process designed to impose political punishments for misconduct that includes offenses fairly characterized as political.”93

Other scholars have sought to find a limiting principle for the idea that impeachment encompasses noncriminal conduct. In the midst of the Nixon proceedings, legal historian Raoul Berger published a detailed study, *Impeachment: The Constitutional Problems*, that surveyed the British and colonial antecedents. He observed that Americans adopted a practice that Parliament had used in the seventeenth century and before to render Crown ministers accountable to the legislature. He argued that “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” did not refer to crimes, but constituted “words of art confined to impeachments without roots in the ordinary criminal law.”94 In addition to bribery and treason, Berger argued, British history showed that impeachment extended to misuse of funds, abuse of power, neglect of duty, contempt of Parliamentary power, and corruption.95 While arguing that the Framers rejected much of British impeachment practice, Akhil Amar reads “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” to permit removal of the President for “high behavior or high misconduct, whether or not strictly criminal.”96 As examples, Amar suggests “a president who [runs] off on a frolic in the middle of a national crisis” or other misconduct that approximated bribery or treason.
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“in moral gravity or dangerousness to the republic.” Unlike Berger, however, Amar does not draw these rules from history, which he says went much further in imposing criminal punishments on public officials. Instead, he relies upon structural concerns that impeachment does not serve political purposes akin to a legislative vote of no-confidence. Though he believes impeachment to be primarily political, Paulsen agrees with Amar. He would not allow partisan politics to intrude, but instead believes impeachment involves high politics, such as a President’s action that seriously harms the national interest or an inaction that fails to carry out a constitutional duty.

It is difficult for these scholars to identify when presidential activity crosses the line into “serious” or “high” misconduct serious enough for removal from office. Others attempt to address this problem by adopting something close to a totality-of-the-circumstances approach. Charles Black, author of one the most influential works on impeachment, which Philip Bobbitt recently updated to address the possibility of impeaching President Trump, concluded that high crimes and misdemeanors “ought to be held to be those offenses which are obviously wrong, whether or not ‘criminal.’” But that alone is not enough. The offense must “so seriously threaten the order of political society as to make pestilent and dangerous the continuance in power of their perpetrator.” Black also argued that the impeachable conduct had to result from an act or series of acts, rather than “[g]eneral lowness and shabbiness.”

We learn more from Black’s application of his test to the Nixon investigations, which he generally finds to have met the constitutional standards, and hypotheticals, than the standard itself. He finds, for example, that using the IRS to harass and punish political opponents, misuse of the FBI against campaign opponents, and obstruction of justice to be impeachable offenses, while refusing to spend appropriated funds and conducting undeclared wars to be less likely cases.

Another prominent scholar, Laurence Tribe, joined with a co-author, Joshua Matz, also took the occasion of the Trump presidency to flesh out a totality-of-the-circumstances approach. Unlike most scholars, Tribe and Matz refuse to rely on the original understanding. “Now and always, the Constitution belongs to the living,” they declare; even if history were relevant, they argue, here the evidence is unclear and disputed. Ironically, like the Trump defense, they seek to draw meaning squarely from the text.
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They believe that “other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” should take the same character as the preceding terms, treason and bribery. Therefore, impeachable offenses should include serious conduct such as “corruption, betrayal, or an abuse of power that subverts core tenets of the U.S. governmental system.” They add a mens rea requirement—impeachable offenses require “proof of intentional, evil deeds that risk grave injury to the nation.” And they add a sort of malum in se requirement—impeachable offenses “are so plainly wrong by current standards that no reasonable official could honestly profess surprise at being impeached.” And then they add a political constraint—that the conduct be “so terrible that it makes the president unviable as a national leader.” Tribe and Matz concede that they may have added so many factors to their test for impeachment as to render it incapable of clear definition or predictable application. “This may all sound a bit vague. Fair enough.” In other words, they have invented a multi-factor test divorced from original understanding that reflects merely their own policy preferences and that does nothing to add to the stability of the law in this area.

In sum, originalist work in this area has suffered from comprehensiveness and systematic analysis of the most relevant evidence. In other words, it has been akin to the tale of the blind men each feeling a different part of an elephant, and thus each coming to wildly differing conclusions as to what it was they were feeling. We seek to rectify this shortcoming with the remainder of Part II.

B. BRITISH USAGE OF “HIGH CRIMES AND MISDEMEANORS”

There has been work by others on the history of British impeachment. We wanted to add a different angle: a more linguistic look at the terms the Constitution adopted in British parlance. After all, if the Founders incorporated, with some alterations, the British practice of impeachment, they may have also incorporated British terminology. And a study of those phrases may shed light on the Constitution’s meaning.

To undertake this, we examined the Corpus of Early Modern English (COEME). COEME (pronounced koh-eem), is a database that includes
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108. See generally BYU-Corpus of Early Modern English (BYU_COEME), BYU L. & CORPUS LINGUISTICS, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances [https://perma.cc/7AY6-TDJP] [hereinafter COEME]. Text from COEME is quoted frequently throughout this Article. Due to the
over 40,000 (mostly British) English texts from 1475–1800, totaling over 1.1 billion words.\footnote{109} We focused primarily on the term “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” to see if we could get greater leverage on the historical scope of that term in England. A quick search of the term, in both the singular and plural form, found that it was rather common, appearing nearly one hundred sixty times.\footnote{110} This is tentative evidence that the phrase may have become a term of art.

To test this, we engaged in what corpus linguists refer to as collocation analysis. Collocates are words that are “co-located” with other words. One can think of this phenomenon as “word neighbors.” These semantic patterns of word association can sometimes be intuitive: we expect dark to appear more often in the same semantic environment as night than with perfume. But sometimes the patterns are surprising. This linguistic phenomenon has long been implicitly recognized in the law in the canon of construction called noscitur a sociis: “it is known by its associates.”\footnote{111} Linguists just put it a slightly different way: “you shall know a word by the company it keeps.”\footnote{112}

By seeing which words are collocates of each other, we can sometimes get additional insight into how people understand those words. This can be done in a corpus by entering a search term, and then indicating how many words to the left or right (or both) of the search term one wants to examine. The results can be ranked by raw frequency or by statistical measures that indicate how likely it is that two words would be located near each other given how frequently they occur in the corpus. And we can also see how usage patterns change. For instance, one of us in an earlier paper noted that the top five collocates (in raw frequency) of the term domestic violence from...
1760–1979 were (1) against, (2) state(s), (3) protect, (4) convened, and (5) invasion. This reflects the sense as used in the Constitution of a rebellion or insurrection within a state. But the top five collocates of domestic violence from 1980–2009 showed a radical shift: (1) women, (2) abuse(d), (3) honor, (4) national, and (5) victims. These collocates reflect the sense of violence against a member of one’s household, usually a wife or girlfriend.

In addition to collocation, corpus linguistic analysis also “looks at variation in somewhat fixed phrases, which are often referred to as lexical bundles.” Generally, lexical bundles are defined as a repeated series or grouping of three or more words. In other linguistic circles, these lexical bundles are referred to as N-grams or clusters. For example, “Do you want to” and “I don’t know what” are two of the most common clusters in conversational English. Clusters are “not complete phrases” and “are statistically defined (identified by their overwhelming co-occurrence).” In linguistics, these types of phrases or groupings of words are often referred to as binomials or multinomials. A binomial is “a coordinated pair of linguistic units of the same word class which show some semantic relation,” and are often, but not limited to, noun pairs. An example of this from legal language would be cease and desist or aid and abet, which are sometimes called legal doublets. “Multinomials are similarly chained by semantic and syntactic links, but consist of longer sequences of related words.” Examples in common language include hold, defend, and favour or lock, stock, and barrel. Binomials have been found to be characteristic of legal language and have been observed to be five times more frequent in modern legal writing than nonlegal writing, making binomial usage “clearly a style
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marker in law language.”

Examples of multinomials in legal language include give, devise and bequeath or right, title, and interest. This frequent occurrence of binomials and multinomials in legal writing is due to their ability to “increase the precision and all-inclusiveness of the documents, although they are also used for stylistic reasons and belong among the key features of the genre.”

We first looked to see whether the term “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” was found in reverse: “Misdemeanors and high Crimes” or “high Misdemeanors and Crimes.” If the phrase’s constituent parts are found about equally in either location with the phrase, then the phrase may not have become some kind of term of art. However, we never found a single example of “Misdemeanors and high Crimes” or “high Misdemeanors and Crimes.” This is further evidence the Constitution was adopting a British term of art that had perhaps taken on a single linguistic meaning.

Next, we looked to see what other nouns may follow “high Crime(s) and.” If “misdemeanors” was just one of numerous nouns that appeared at the end of this multinomial, then the Constitution’s specific wording may not have a specialized meaning. Our search revealed 220 instances of “high Crime(s) and” NOUN, after removing examples the corpus picked up that followed punctuation indicating a new sentence or clause.


125. Lehto, supra note 122, at 261. See generally VIJAY KUMAR BHATIA, ANALYSING GENRE: LANGUAGE USE IN PROFESSIONAL SETTINGS (1993) (implementing genre analysis as a means to analyze the unique aspects of legal writing).

126. We did find instances of the term “high misdemeanors,” but neither the words “crime(s)” nor “impeach/ed/ment” were collocates. COEME, supra note 114, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances;q=high%2520crime%2520and;collocate=*%252Fn;left=0;right=1/compare/byucoeme/co concordances;q=high%2520crime%2520and;collocate=malefice%2520Fln;left=0;right=1 [https://perma.cc/PDL2-6Y93].

127. COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances;q=%2522high %2520crimes%2520and%2522%3B%2522high%2520crime%2520and%2522;field=concordance%3Bt extId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource [https://perma.cc/SDN5-Z8VA].
TABLE 1. Nouns Following the Phrase *High Crime(s) and*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misdemeanor(s)a</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>83.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offences</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasonsb</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provocationc</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impeachments</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maleficed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:  
*a* This was spelled numerous ways: misdemeanors, mifdemeanors, mifdemeanours, misdemeanours, mifdeameanours, and so forth. This also included instances where the word was accidentally split into two by the text reading software that generate the files, resulting in “mis” or the like. When you click on it, you see that it’s actually the word mis-demeanor.  
*b* This was spelled treafons or treasons.  
*c* This was not in the context of impeachment, but the context of religion: casting out priests and replacing them “is objected against Jeroboam by Abijah as a very high crime, and provocation against God.” See *COEME, supra* note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances; q=%2522very%2520high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522provocation%2522%3B%2522field=co
ncordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource/details;textField=eebo.A91192;position=51214;matchTokenCount=7 [https://perma.cc/WH66-BUGW].  
*d* Appears to be in a religious context, or at least a religion-infused discussion. See *id.*

These findings added further weight to the conclusion that *high crime(s) and misdemeanor(s)* is a term of art, given that *misdemeanor(s) is the predominant noun following high crime(s) and*, doing so over eighty percent of the time.

Turning to collocate analysis, we looked at the twenty most common words within six words of the phrase *high crime(s) and*.  

128 See *COEME, supra* note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates;q=%2522high %2520crime%2522%3B%2522misdemeanor%2522%3B%2522high%2522%3B%2522misdemeanor%2522%3B%2522field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyLeft%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3BdeltaP%3BzScore [https://perma.cc/7CZE-WE28].
TABLE 2. Top Collocates Within Six Words of High Crime(s) and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Collocate</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Collocate</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Misdemeanor(s)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Treason(s)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Conviction</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Divers</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Impeach(ed/ment)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>Article(s)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>He/Him</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Parliament</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Mr.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>People</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>His</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Offences</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>Guilty</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Commons</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>House</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These collocates reflect an impeachment-heavy meaning associated with the phrase high crime(s) and. Words like impeach, article(s), against, charge, conviction and guilty predominate, as well as words reflecting the body responsible for impeachment: Commons, House, and Parliament. In fact, there is not much evidence of any other meaning to the term.

Finally, as far as the collocate analysis goes, we sought to see what other “crimes” were listed in the same semantic environment (within six words to the left) of the phrase other high crimes. After all, other high crimes is a general catchall that should follow a specific list (even if just one) of high crimes. And this type of phrasing implicates a legal rule of construction—ejusdem generis, wherein “general words follow specific words in a [legal document’s] enumeration.” In such a scenario, “the general words are construed to embrace only objects similar in nature to those objects

enumerated by the preceding specific words.” We found eight specific high crimes, though some were rather rare and actually come from American usage:

TABLE 3. Other Crimes Listed Within Six Words to the Left of Other High Crime(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treason</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgery</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felony</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perjury</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trespass</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contempt</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two crimes the Founders chose to list in the Constitution as specific instances of impeachable high crimes—treason and bribery—were the two crimes most associated with other high crime(s) in British English. Those two make up about eighty-seven percent of the times a specific crime was listed near other high crime(s). We note that treason was sometimes called high treason, which is merely our current understanding of treason, but is contrasted with petty or petit treason: the “[m]urder of one’s employer or husband.” A similar pattern of high and petty occurs in relation to crimes in British English. For instance, the collocates of high crime(s) differ significantly from the collocates of petty crime(s), with the latter showing no indication of any linguistic connection to impeachment, as shown in Table 4.
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131. See Treason, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2019) (noting that treason—“[t]he offense of attempting to overthrow the government of the state to which one owes allegiance, either by making war against the state or by materially supporting its enemies”—is “also termed high treason”).
133. COEME records fifty-four instances of the term petty crime(s). COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522petty%2520crime%2522%2522%2522petty%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource [https://perma.cc/A4DB-JXT9].
TABLE 4. Top Fifteen Collocates in COEME of High Crime(s) Versus Petty Crime(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Crime(s) Collocates</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Petty Crime(s) Collocates</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misdemeanor(s)</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treason(s)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>Their</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Advantage</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He/Him</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Committed</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>His</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impeach(ed)/ment</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Offspring</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>We</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Distress</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>They</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offenses</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Adultery</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Murder</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Rout</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conviction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It would seem, then, that high crimes were to be distinguished from petty crimes, thus excising the latter from consideration for impeachment. What is more, one might think that misdemeanor(s) would be a more common collocate of petty crime(s) than with high crime(s), but misdemeanor(s) never appears within six words of petty crime(s) in COEME out of over 200 possible collocates of that term. This seems further evidence that high crime(s) and misdemeanor(s) is a term of art rather than independently referring to high crimes and misdemeanors.

Additionally, the few rare specific crimes (other than treason and bribery) found to be collocates to the left of other high crime(s) are even rarer in British English than a first glance shows. For example, of the six instances of forgery, there was only one unique example of it in British

---

134. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates;q=%2522petty%2520crime%2522%3B%2522petty%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;sort=collocationalFrequency%3Bcollocate;field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyLeft%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3Bdelta%3BzScore [https://perma.cc/HC9N-UV57].
English (one was a duplicate and the other four were the same example from American English). All three of the perjury examples were duplicates of one instance of American English (the same one as for forgery: a state constitution). The two instances of trespass were just one unique example (the same example that produced the one British forgery example). Likewise, the two instances of contempt were just one unique example (the same example that produced the one British forgery and trespass example). Finally, the example with murder is also the same one that has one of the three examples of felony, the other two examples coming from the previous example that included forgery, trespass, and contempt. Thus, we could only find two British examples in COEME that listed any other specific crime, outside of treason and bribery. This is telling, especially given that the British practice of impeachment was much broader than that enacted in our Constitution, as private citizens could be impeached for purely

135. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates?q=%2522other%2520high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522other%2520high%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;sort=collocationalFrequency%3Bcollocate;field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3BdeltaP%3BzScore/details;cq=forgery [https://perma.cc/3NSQ-ZBTZ].

136. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates?q=%2522other%2520high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522other%2520high%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;sort=collocationalFrequency%3Bcollocate;field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3BdeltaP%3BzScore/details;cq=perjury [https://perma.cc/XR7T-BVQE].

137. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates?q=%2522other%2520high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522other%2520high%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;sort=collocationalFrequency%3Bcollocate;field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3BdeltaP%3BzScore/details;cq=tre%C5%BFpa%C5%BFs [https://perma.cc/MHG4-YKS4]; COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates?q=%2522other%2520high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522other%2520high%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;sort=collocationalFrequency%3Bcollocate;field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3BdeltaP%3BzScore/details;cq=trespass [https://perma.cc/2NRH-HJ7].

138. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates?q=%2522other%2520high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522other%2520high%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;sort=collocationalFrequency%3Bcollocate;field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3BdeltaP%3BzScore/details;cq=contempt [https://perma.cc/2DE3-7FS3].

139. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/collocates?q=%2522other%2520high%2520crime%2522%3B%2522other%2520high%2520crimes%2522;left=6;right=6;sort=collocationalFrequency%3Bcollocate;field=collocate%3BcollocationalFrequency%3BcollocationalFrequencyRight%3BdeltaP%3BzScore/details;cq=murder [https://perma.cc/U693-BTSR].
criminal conduct before Parliament. And executed. Very few crimes, then, appear to have been grounds for impeachment in the British tradition.

Besides this more quantitative collocate or cluster analysis, we also delved qualitatively into the results of several searches. We examined actual instances of the term high crime(s) and misdemeanor(s). We found various slightly different formulations of the list of impeachable offenses, but none that indicated a difference in meaning:

“High Treason, and other high Crimes, Misdemeanors and Offences”
“high Crimes and Misdemeanors, contrary to the Kings Prerogative, the Fundamental Laws of the Land, the Rights of Parliament, the Property and Liberty of the Subject; and matters tending to sedition, and of dangerous consequence”
“Treason, and other high Crimes and Misdemeanors”
“High Treason, and diverse high Crimes and Misdemeanors”

140. For instance, one Dr. H. Sacheverel was impeached by the House of Commons for publishing two sermons that the House deemed “scandalous and seditious libels.” See 1 JOHN BROWN, A COMPELLUS HISTORIE OF THE BRITISH CHURCHES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, AND AMERICA 290 (Glasgow, John Bryce 1784); see also COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522scandalous%2520and%2520sedition%2520libels%2522%3Bgenre%3Byear%3Bsource%3Deebo.A47831;position=23374;matchTokenCount=10850 [https://perma.cc/6PLE-ZCBL].

141. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522Duncan%2520earl%2520of%2520Lennox%2520was%2520arrested%2522;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource%3Deebo.A45227;position=38046;matchTokenCount=6 [https://perma.cc/SR8Z-BAKZ].

142. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522high%2520treason%2520and%2520other%2520high%2520crimes%2520and%2520misdemeanors%2522;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource%3Deebo.A47831;position=23374;matchTokenCount=10850 [https://perma.cc/6PLE-ZCBL].

143. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522misdemeanors%252C%2520contrary%2520to%2520the%2520kings%2522;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource%3Deebo.A45227;position=38046;matchTokenCount=6 [https://perma.cc/SR8Z-BAKZ].

144. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522treason%2520and%2520other%2520high%2520crimes%2520and%2520misdemeanors%2522;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource%3Deebo.A47831;position=23374;matchTokenCount=10850 [https://perma.cc/6PLE-ZCBL].

145. See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522high%2520treason%2520and%2520diverse%2520high%2520crimes%2520and%2520misdemeanors%2522;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource%3Deebo.A47831;position=23374;matchTokenCount=10850 [https://perma.cc/6PLE-ZCBL].
“high crime, and misdemeanor”\(^{146}\)

“divers other high crimes and misdemeanors”\(^{147}\)

A look at the various types of behavior considered to constitute high crimes and misdemeanors further shows not only that this appears to be a term of art, but also that its meaning is, in somewhat circular fashion, whatever is deemed to be impeachable. As to the first point, additional evidence that “high crime(s) and misdemeanor(s)” is a term of art comes from its use outside of the impeachment or indictment setting. For instance, the term was used several times with a religious connotation: “the Apostle himselfe arraignes the Athenians of that high Crime, and misdemeanour of Idolatry upon the account of their sacrificing to an unknown God.”\(^{148}\) It was also used in a work of fiction to describe the bad behavior of a quarreling lover.\(^{149}\) And the term was invoked to describe a small child’s abominable conduct toward his nurse.\(^{150}\) In other words, the term in ordinary parlance

\(^{146}\) See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522 high%2520treason%252C%2520and%2520other%2520high%2520crimes%2520and%2520high%2520misdemeanors%2522;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource/details;textId=ecco.K113610.002;position=42953;matchTokenCount=12.

\(^{147}\) See COEME, supra note 108, https://lawcorpus.byu.edu/byucoeme/concordances?q=%2522 divers%2520other%2520high%2520crimes%2520and%2520misdemeanors%22;field=concordance%3BtextId%3Byear%3Bgenre%3Bsource/details;textId=ecco.K113610.002;position=42953;matchTokenCount=12.
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appears to be used as a synonym for doing something rather terrible but not necessarily criminal.

Turning to the context of Parliament, various behaviors were viewed as qualifying for the epithet of “high crimes and misdemeanors.” For example, the “commons” found there was “sufficient matter to impeach the Duke of Leeds of high crimes and misdemeanours” for bribery (five thousand pounds “were traced to . . . the Duke”).151 Several bishops were impeached by the Knights, Citizens and Burgesses of the Commons House of Parliament, for several high Crimes and Misdemeanors, contrary to the Kings Prerogative, the Fundamental Laws of the Land, the Rights of Parliament, the Property and Liberty of the Subject; and matters tending to sedition, and of dangerous consequence.152

Sir Edward Herbert, then Attorney General, was impeached for introducing articles of high treason against several members of Parliament, which was described as “intending & endeavouring thereby, falsely, unlawfully, and maliciously to deprive the said houses of their said several Members, and to take away their lives, estates, and good names,” and thus was conduct tending to sedition, and to the utter subversion of the fundamental Rights and being of Parliament, the Liberty of Subjects, and to the great scandal and dishonour of his Majesty and his Government, and were and are contrarie to the oath of the said Attorney General, and to the great trust reposed in him by his Majesty: and contrary to the Lawes of this Realm, and a great derogation to his Majesties Royall Crown and Dignity.153

The House of Commons “impeach[ed] the chancellor Thomas, earl of Macclesfield, at the bar of the house of lords, for high crimes and misdemeanors” because “many abuses had crept into the court of chancery, which either impeded justice, or rendered it venal,” and the Earl was convicted of “fraudulent practices.”154 “Articles of Impeachment of High
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Treason, and other High Crimes, Misdemeanors, and Offences, against Thomas Earl of Danby, Lord High-Treasurer of England” were delivered for having “wasted the King’s Treasure, by issuing out of His Majesty’s Exchequer, and several Branches of his Revenue, divers great Summs of Money for unnecessary Pensions, and secret Services”; “removed two of His Majesty’s Commissioners of that part of the Revenue, for refusing to consent to such his unwarrantable Actings”; and “by indirect Means procur’d from His Majesty for himself divers Considerable Gifts and Grants of Inheritance of the Ancient Revenue of the Crown.” In short, the aforementioned examples are actions that can be characterized, if they are not explicitly labeled, as bribery, treason, sedition, and corruption. Some, perhaps, are merely political in nature, such as the charges against Attorney General Herbert. Others may also violate criminal laws. But they are not minor charges of a broad swath of criminal conduct.

In conclusion, the analysis of COEME appears to show that “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” was a term of art in the context of British impeachment. It was associated only with bribery, treason, and similar conduct that harmed the state, and at times appeared to really just mean that conduct which is serious enough to be impeachable. By choosing to use these specific terms laden with a few centuries of meaning, the Founders would have been importing this understanding into the Constitution, barring any explicit alterations—such as limiting the type of punishment that could be imposed upon conviction after impeachment—they may have been making to British understanding and practice.

C. THE DRAFTING OF THE IMPEACHMENT CLAUSE

Next, to provide additional historical context to these words, we attempt to recreate the understanding that those who ratified the Constitution would have held about impeachment. At the time of the Philadelphia Convention, the delegates would have had experience with the British practice and the impeachment mechanisms of the state constitutions. As already noted, the Framers drew the concept and language of impeachment directly from Great Britain, where it had existed for several centuries, but modified it to suit America’s unique constitutional setting. Impeachment held importance at the time of the framing because Great Britain was still evolving from the Crown-
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dominated system of past centuries into the parliamentary supremacy of today. The monarch, rather than the leader of the majority party, appointed the ministers who executed national policy. But British law had no formal means to hold an unfit king or queen accountable. Instead, Parliament could oppose Crown policies by impeaching and removing the monarch’s ministers, without whom governing would prove difficult or impossible. Parliament could impeach for offenses that did not strictly violate the criminal law but could amount to what the Framers would later describe as political offenses against the people or nation or even “mal-administration.” 157 Unlike the American system, however, British impeachment had become a criminal process. Parliament held a criminal trial and could impose a criminal punishment, including imprisonment and ultimately death.158

While the newly independent American states kept impeachment, they moderated its reach. Even though the states created constitutions that gave the legislature far greater powers, they did not do away completely with the separation between the executive and legislative branches. Because the executive did not simply represent the majority in the legislature, as in modern parliamentary systems, the assemblies wished to retain some way to remove executive officers. But the states generally limited impeachment to executive officers and only punished them with removal. Significantly, those constitutions did not limit impeachment to criminal acts while in office, as with the British practice.159 At the same time, these states did not generally agree on a broader “other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” The leading models at the Philadelphia Convention, the constitutions of New York and Massachusetts, included policy as well as crime in the definition of impeachable conduct. In the former, the legislature could impeach for “mal and corrupt conduct” in office, while in the latter, the legislature could impeach “for misconduct and maladministration.”160

These precedents inspired the Constitutional Convention. While the first proposals for the Constitution, the Virginia and New Jersey Plans, differed on whether Congress should represent the population or the states, they both agreed that the judiciary would have held the power to impeach
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federal officers. Interestingly, the New Jersey Plan created a special process for removal of the President by Congress upon the request of a majority of state governors. Neither plan, however, set out a standard for the offenses. Alexander Hamilton, whose own proposal for the Constitution merely provoked discussion, set out a definition: “The Governor, Senators, and all officers of the United States [were] to be liable to impeachment for maladministration and corrupt conduct...” The delegates started working on draft language that allowed the President “to be removable on impeachment and conviction [for] malpractice or neglect of duty.”

On July 20, 1787, the Convention specifically debated presidential impeachment. Some delegates opposed impeachment altogether because the President would already have the incentive to seek approval from the people by reelection. “If he be not impeachable whilst in office, he will spare no efforts or means whatever to get himself re-elected,” said William Davie of North Carolina. “He considered this as an essential security for the good behavior of the Executive.” Gouverneur Morris of New York argued further that reelection would allow the people to decide whether to remove the President: “In case he should be re-elected, that will be sufficient proof of his innocence.” Rufus King of Massachusetts agreed that the President, like the members of Congress, would fall subject to trial by the electorate at every election: “Like them therefore, he ought to be subject to no intermediate trial, by impeachment.”

On the cost side of the ledger, delegates worried that impeachment would clip the wings of the new office of the Presidency that they were still designing. Morris warned that impeachment would undermine the independence of the new executive, whose vigor would give energy to the new government. If the Constitution vested the power to remove the President in another branch of government, it would “render the Executive dependent on those who are to impeach.”
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Carolina agreed that the legislature would hold impeachment “as a rod over the Executive” and “effectually destroy his independence.”\footnote{Id. at 66.} King worried that impeachment by Congress would “be destructive of his independence and of the principles of the Constitution.” King counted on “the vigor of the Executive as a great security for the public liberties.”\footnote{Id. at 67.}

A majority of the delegates, however, believed the Constitution should retain a mechanism to remove a President in midstream. George Mason responded to Morris: “When great crimes were committed he was for punishing the principal as well as the Coadjutors.” He rhetorically asked, “Shall any man be above Justice? Above all shall that man be above it, who can commit the most extensive injustice?”\footnote{Id. at 65.} Mason raised the prospect of a President who used bribery to secure his election in the first place as a case for impeachment. Benjamin Franklin worried that without impeachment, opponents would resort to worse, such as assassination, to remove “obnoxious” executives. Impeachment would provide, he predicted, “for the regular punishment of the Executive when his misconduct should deserve it, and for his honorable acquittal when he should be unjustly accused.”\footnote{Id.}

In advocating for impeachment, James Madison argued for grounds that went beyond criminal conduct. “[S]ome provision should be made for defending the Community [against] the incapacity, negligence or perfidy of the chief Magistrate,” he declared.\footnote{Id.} He did not believe that coming up for election every four years would provide enough of a safeguard. “He might lose his capacity after his appointment,” Madison worried (seemingly foreshadowing the Constitution’s Twenty-Fifth amendment).\footnote{Id. at 65–66.} Or worse yet, “[h]e might pervert his administration into a scheme of peculation or oppression. He might betray his trust to foreign powers.”\footnote{Id. at 67.} Edmund Randolph supported his fellow Virginian because “[t]he Executive will have great opportunities of abusing his power; particularly in time of war when the military force, and in some respects the public money will be in his hands.”\footnote{Id. at 65.} Without impeachment, he predicted, the people would have to resort to “tumults [and] insurrections” to turn out such a President.\footnote{Id.}

Madison’s and Randolph’s concerns about interference by a foreign power seemed to win the day. By the end of that day’s debate, Morris...
switched sides and declared that he favored impeachment. Unlike a hereditary monarch, the President “may be bribed by a greater interest to betray his trust,” Morris observed. “[N]o one would say that we ought to expose ourselves to the danger of seeing the first Magistrate in foreign pay without being able to guard [against] it by displacing him.”

Even the British king had gone on the payroll of Louis XIV. “The Executive ought therefore to be impeachable for treachery,” Morris agreed. “Corrupting his electors, and incapacity were other causes of impeachment.” After Morris spoke, the Convention approved impeachment of the President by eight states to two.

As the Constitution moved through different drafts during the rest of the summer of 1787, the definition of impeachable offenses changed. On August 20, 1787, the Committee of Detail limited the grounds for impeachment to “neglect of duty, malversation, or corruption.” By September 4, a second committee proposed to limit the offenses even further to “treason or bribery.” This provoked a reaction from Mason, who argued that “[t]reason as defined in the Constitution will not reach many great and dangerous offenses.” He then moved to add “or maladministration” to treason and bribery, but Madison responded that “[s]o vague a term will be equivalent to a tenure during pleasure of the Senate,” and Morris argued that “[a]n election of every four years will prevent maladministration.” Mason withdrew his amendment and proposed instead the now familiar “other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” in addition to treason and bribery, which passed by eight states to three. Impeachment scholar Michael J. Gerhardt reads Mason as believing “other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” to merely amount to a restatement of “maladministration.” But Yale Law Professor Charles L. Black, Jr. just as easily concludes that Mason responded to Madison and Morris by raising the standard for impeachment above “maladministration.”

One other important debate occurred on impeachment at this time. By
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the end of the first debates, it appeared that the Convention had not come to a final view on where to locate the trial of impeachment: the Senate or the Supreme Court. When earlier drafts of the Constitution had given the House or Senate the right to select the President, delegates worried about giving Congress the power to both appoint and remove the President. By the September 4 debate, the creation of an Electoral College to choose a President made it easier to vest the trial role in the Senate. Nevertheless, Madison proposed shifting the trial to the Supreme Court because Congress would use the lower standard of impeachment to control the President. He “objected to a trial of the President by the Senate, especially as he was to be impeached by the other branch of the Legislature, and for any act which might be called a misdemeanor.” Madison complained that “the President under these circumstances was made improperly dependent.” Pinckney agreed. “If he opposes a favorite law,” he argued, “the two Houses will combine against him, and under the influence of heat and action throw him out of office.” A majority of delegates, however, thought it better to remove the Supreme Court from the process, which could become “warped or corrupted” by the political pressures. While “[h]e was [against] a dependence of the Executive on the Legislature, considering the Legislative tyranny the great danger,” Morris argued that the Senate was too numerous to corrupt, would live up to their oaths to say whether “the President was guilty of crimes or facts,” and that a guilty President “can be turned out” every four years by election. The Convention voted down Madison’s proposal by nine states to two, and then it approved the Impeachment Clauses we have today by ten states to one.

D. The Federalist

While the Convention transformed the British concept of impeachment into an American mechanism, it did not have the authority to adopt the Constitution on behalf of the United States. It could only propose a new governing document, and even that on tenuous grounds, as the Congress had only given it the job of developing amendments to the Articles of Confederation. The critical act of adopting the Constitution fell to the state ratifying conventions. The premier source for recovering the understanding held during ratification comes from The Federalist, which set forth the most articulate arguments in favor of ratification and served as the basic talking
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points used by supporters of the Constitution throughout the states. The Federalist holds more importance for recapturing the original understanding than the record of the Philadelphia debates. While the Records remained secret until James Madison’s death in 1836, and hence could not have influenced the ratification process, The Federalist took the form of individual pamphlets that explained the Constitution’s terms to the delegates of the key state conventions.

In Federalist No. 65, Alexander Hamilton explained the need for impeachment and the choice of the Senate as the court. In passing, he addressed the meaning of “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” Impeachment exists for “offences which proceed from the misconduct of public men, or, in other words, from the abuse or violation of some public trust,” Hamilton explained. “They are of a nature which may with peculiar propriety be denominated POLITICAL, as they relate chiefly to injuries done immediately to the society itself.” To Hamilton, impeachable offenses went far beyond merely violating federal law itself but had to rise to the level of a harm to the nation. Rather than trying crimes, impeachment functioned “as a bridle in the hands of the legislative body upon the executive servants of the government.”

Impeachment, Hamilton warned, was inherently political. Such cases “will seldom fail to agitate the passions of the whole community” and enlist factions and “all their animosities, partialities, influence, and influence” on both sides. While there was no perfect place to locate such a politically fraught role, Hamilton argued that the Senate would have large enough numbers to reduce the influence of politics. “The awful discretion which a court of impeachments must necessarily have, to doom to honour or to infamy the most confidential and the most distinguished characters of the community,” Hamilton wrote, “forbids the commitment of the trust to a small number of persons.” The Constitution wisely chose not the vest the trial in the courts, Hamilton further explained, because judges could well see a disgraced President in their courts after his removal, and they might also engage in self-dealing if they too came up for impeachment.

In addition to the standard for presidential removal, Hamilton addressed two further issues that bear directly on the Trump controversies. The Mueller
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investigation turned on whether the Justice Department could prosecute a sitting President, or whether it had to defer to the impeachment process. As already suggested in *Federalist 65*, Hamilton explained that judges should not sit on impeachment trials because they would also sit on any subsequent criminal case. “After having been sentenced to a perpetual ostracism from the esteem and confidence, and honours and emoluments of his country, [the President] will still be liable to prosecution and punishment in the ordinary course of law,” Hamilton wrote. “Would it be proper that the persons who had disposed of his fame, and his most valuable rights as a citizen, in one trial, should, in another trial, for the same offence, be also the disposers of his life and his fortune?”

Judges would find a strong incentive to uphold the earlier impeachment verdict and so would effectively undermine the Constitution’s limit on impeachment only to removal from office. “The loss of life and estate would often be virtually included in a sentence which, in its terms, imported nothing more than dismission from a present, and disqualification for a future office,” Hamilton observed. In comparing the British king with the American executive in *Federalist No. 69*, Hamilton again made clear that criminal prosecution could only follow an impeachment: “The president of the United States would be liable to be impeached, tried, and, upon conviction of treason, bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanors, removed from office; and would afterwards be liable to prosecution and punishment in the ordinary course of law.”

While they did not explain why, the Federalists could not have made themselves clearer that impeachment would come first, and criminal proceedings would only come second.

A second issue is the criticism that impeachment provides no practical recourse to President Trump because of its political nature. House Democratic leaders, for example, argued that impeaching President Trump would prove futile because of the Republican majority in the Senate, which could have effectively blocked any conviction. Representative Steny Hoyer told CNN that pursuing impeachment of President Trump following the release of the Mueller report was not “worthwhile at this point.”
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Federalists made a somewhat similar attack on the impeachment mechanism for excessively increasing the power of Congress generally, and that of the Senate in particular. Vesting impeachment in a political body, rather than a court, could allow the legislature to abuse its power to control the executive. In a somewhat contradictory argument, other Anti-Federalists argued that the Senate could use its power to shield the officials that it had confirmed or to protect Presidents with whom it had conspired. Answering the first critique, Hamilton argued that the division of the power of removal between the House and Senate would make it difficult for Congress to exploit its impeachment power for political gain. “[A]ssigning to one the right of accusing, to the other the right of judging, avoids the inconvenience of making the same persons both accusers and judges; and guards against the danger of persecution, from the prevalency of a factious spirit in either of those branches,” Hamilton explained in *Federalist No. 66.*

In other words, the political nature of the House and Senate would prevent impeachment abuse, rather than allow Presidents to escape scot-free.

Responding to the second critique, Hamilton argued that the Senate could well protect an administration with which it agreed, but he found it unlikely. He believed that the Senate would only approve the choices of the President for cabinet officers and treaties—and, Hamilton might have added, would not even consent to the decision of the people of the President—and so would not have any political investment in protecting him. The record of human experience, Hamilton observed,

must destroy the supposition, that the senate, who will merely sanction the choice of the executive, should feel a bias, towards the objects of that choice, strong enough to blind them to the evidences of guilt so extraordinary, as to have induced the representatives of the nation to become its accusers.

Hamilton believed that the Senate would have little incentive to ignore the facts that would justify the impeachment of a cabinet officer or even a President. He pressed the point even further in taking up the possibility that the Senate would never impeach a President for betraying the nation in a treaty to which it would have given its approval earlier. While the two-thirds requirement for treaties made such a prospect difficult to imagine, Hamilton conceded that the same issue would arise if the House cooperated with the President to “sacrifice the interests of the society by an unjust and tyrannical act of legislation.”

Again, Hamilton claimed that Americans...
could count on the Senators, and “upon their pride, if not upon their virtue,” in order “to punish the abuse of their confidence, or to vindicate their own authority” in response to an abuse of executive power. At the very least, he predicted, Senators would “divert the public resentment from themselves, by a ready sacrifice of the authors of their mismanagement and disgrace.”

Hamilton believed that the political nature of impeachment might just as easily lead Senators to punish a President to protect their own institutional prerogatives or even personal careers, as well as to shield him.

E. IMPEACHMENT AND THE RATIFICATION DEBATES

Hamilton’s Federalist papers justly receive most of the attention because the state ratification debates otherwise devoted little time to the question of presidential removal. Only two state conventions appear to have discussed the question at any length: Virginia and North Carolina. Virginia’s convention might be said to be the most important, as Virginia was perhaps the critical state, along with Massachusetts and New York, which made the Revolution a success. It provided both the philosophical inspiration for the Revolution in Thomas Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence and its realization on the battlefield in the generalship of George Washington. It brought together leading critics of the Constitution who had been prominent figures in the Revolution, such as Patrick Henry and George Mason, and the younger generation of nationalists who would play important roles under the new Constitution, such as James Madison and John Marshall. The Constitution passed by only eighty-nine to seventy-nine in the Virginia convention, which means that The Federalist provided crucial representations about the Constitution’s meaning that allowed for ratification by the narrowest of margins. As a result, Virginia provided the ultimate forum for the contest over the Constitution, and its debates over the document’s meaning should take second place only to The Federalist itself.

Supporters of the Constitution promised the Virginia convention that impeachment would encompass more than just crimes. In opening the debates on June 4, 1788, Federalist George Nicholas responded to criticism of the aristocratic nature of the Constitution by arguing that Congress had ample powers to control the executive. The most important power was funding. A second “source of superiority is the power of impeachment.”

---
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According to Nicholas, “[t]his power must have much greater force in America, where the President himself is personally amenable for his mal-administration.”

Edmund Randolph, Governor of Virginia and the future Attorney General and Secretary of State in the Washington administration, seemed to agree that impeachment covered more than crime. “At the end of four years, [the President] may be turned out of his office,” he said in response to Anti-Federalists who claimed the executive held too much power. “If he misbehaves he may be impeached, and in this case he will never be reelected.”

Later, Randolph observed that impeachment could control presidential behavior of a noncriminal nature:

“If the President 'be honest, he will do what is right; if dishonest, the representatives of the people will have the power of impeaching him.”

Anti-Federalists, however, foresaw that Presidents might conspire with senators to betray the public trust to foreign powers and thus escape impeachment. Patrick Henry, the Revolutionary War governor and leading Virginia political figure, suggested that countries might bribe the President and the Senate to give away valuable trading rights or territory by treaty. “Yes, you can impeach [the President] before the Senate,” Henry admitted. But “[a] majority of the Senate may be sharers in the bribe. Will they pronounce him guilty who is in the same predicament with themselves?”

John Tyler, father of the future President, agreed that impeachment even made the Senate “too dangerous” when combined with the treaty power.

George Mason, a delegate to the Philadelphia Convention who refused to sign the Constitution, agreed that senators would be a serious problem because they would not try themselves for treaties that resulted from bribery or treason. “After a treaty manifestly repugnant to the interests of the country was made, [Mason] asked how they were to be punished.”

The senators were to try themselves,” Mason stated. “If a majority of them were guilty of the crime, would they pronounced themselves guilty.” He argued that the Constitution should create an executive council of ministers to prevent the Senate from playing this role, and then excusing itself from mistakes. Under the Constitution, he predicted, “The Senate and President will form a
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combination that cannot be prevented by the representatives.” Impeachment only allows “the guilty [to] try themselves. The President is tried by his counsellors. He is not removed from office during his trial.”

While a concern that may seem remote today, abuse of the treaty power rose to become one of the most important issues in the Virginia struggle over ratification. A significant delegation from western Virginia, in what would become Kentucky in 1792, held the deciding votes for or against the Constitution. Farmers in this region relied upon the Mississippi River to make their agricultural products available to wider markets on the East Coast and in Europe at low cost. Americans in this region looked upon control of the Mississippi as critical for the expansion of the nation further westward. Anti-Federalists appealed to these delegates by raising the prospect of a treaty that gave up trading and navigation rights in New Orleans, the city that controlled access from the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico. In fact, the Continental Congress had almost approved an agreement known as the Jay-Gardoqui Treaty, which would have given up American rights to navigation of the Mississippi in exchange for generous trading privileges with the Spanish Empire that would have benefitted Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. Hence, Anti-Federalists attacked the new Constitution for allowing similar treaties against the national interest, because a willful or corrupt President would negotiate them, and a sectional or bribed Senate would consent to them, without any check by the more populous House of Representatives.

Federalists conceded that in Great Britain, bad treaties provided the most numerous grounds for impeachment. But they argued that Congress had to have more than just disagreement over policy to remove a President. “In England, those subjects which produce impeachments are not opinions,” Randolph said in response to Henry. “No man ever thought of impeaching a man for an opinion. It would be impossible to discover whether the error in opinion resulted from a wil[il]ful mistake of the heart, or an involuntary fault of the head.” Madison, however, argued that a President who conspired with the smallest states to approve a treaty against the larger national interest could fall subject to impeachment. “Were the President to commit any[]thing
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so atrocious as to summon only a few states [to approve a treaty], he would be impeached and convicted,” Madison declared, “as a majority of the states would be affected by his misdemeanor.” Nicholas added that the British Parliament could use impeachment “for the punishment of such ministers as, from criminal motives, advise or conclude any treaty which shall afterwards be judged to derogate from the honor and interest of the nation.”

Randolph further argued that if a President received a bribe for a treaty, he would be “receiving emoluments from foreign powers. If discovered, he may be impeached. If he be not impeached, he may be displaced at the end of the four years.” Madison added that impeachment could extend to abuse of the pardon power. “If the President be connected, in any suspicious manner, with any person, and there be grounds to believe he will shelter him, the House of Representatives can impeach him; they can remove him if found guilty,” Madison declared in response to Mason.

Henry remained unconvinced. He responded that the British system could guard against abuse of the treaty power because Parliament could impeach ministers, who did not necessarily sit in the legislature and instead represented the Crown. “But I beg gentlemen to consider the American impeachment,” Henry declared. “What is it? It is a mere sham—a mere farce.” It was a farce because the Senate held both the power to consent to a treaty and to conduct impeachment trials, which created an insuperable conflict of interest. “When they do anything derogatory to the honor or interest of their country, they are to try themselves,” Henry said of senators. “Can there be any security where offenders mutually try one another?”

Arguing that Henry misunderstood impeachment, Madison claimed that the Constitution would impose a tighter limit on executive abuse of the treaty power in the United States than in England. “Let us compare the responsibility in this government to that of the British government,” Madison began, “[i]f there be an abuse of this royal prerogative, the minister who
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advices him is liable to impeachment." But not, Madison emphasized, the king himself, only his advisors. “Now, sir, is not the minister of the United States under restraint? Who is the minister? The President himself, who is liable to impeachment. He is responsible in person.”

Madison further argued that the election of new senators every two years would render the executive even more vulnerable. The President “may be tried and convicted by the succeeding senators, and the upright senators who were in the Senate before” and were “innocent” of conspiracy with the executive. While Henry failed in his quest to defeat the Constitution, he succeeded in raising enough doubts that the Virginia convention recommended “[t]hat some tribunal other than the Senate be provided for trying impeachments of senators.” But the convention approved the Constitution without seeking any changes to the impeachment procedures for the President.

North Carolina, which ultimately did not ratify the Constitution, raised many of the same Federalist and Anti-Federalist arguments on impeachment. But in the course of the longest debate over impeachment during the ratification, North Carolina’s delegates extensively parsed the meaning of “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” Anti-Federalists in the state waged war against the impeachment clauses with outlandish hypotheticals, such as the prospect of Congress using impeachment to punish state officials, minor employees, or even private citizens for crimes or even innocent conduct. Or they repeated the arguments of other Anti-Federalists that Senators would never remove a President with whom they conspired in the abuse of the treaty and appointments powers or over legislation. “What can the Senate try him for?” Anti-Federalist leader Samuel Spencer asked, “[f]or doing that which they have advised him to do, and which, without their advice, he would not have done.” He predicted that the Senate would never convict a President “with any effect, or to any purpose, for any misdemeanor in his office, unless it should extend to high treason,” or unless it wished to shift political blame to him.

Samuel Johnston, then governor and future U.S. senator, responded by distinguishing between regular crimes and high crimes and misdemeanors.
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“If an officer commits an offence against an individual, he is amenable to the courts of law,” Johnston said. If he commits crimes against the state, he may be indicted and punished. Impeachment only extends to high crimes and misdemeanors in a public office. It is a mode of trial point out for great misdemeanors against the public. Richard Spaight, a signer of the Constitution and future governor of North Carolina, even suggested that misuse of the military could qualify. Congress “alone had the means of supporting armies, and... the President was impeachable if he in any manner abused his trust.” James Iredell, who would become one of the first Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court, emphasized that impeachment involved the violation of the public trust, rather than simple crime. “If the President does a single act by which the people are prejudiced, he is punishable himself,” Iredell observed in arguing against a British cabinet system. “If he commits any misdemeanor in office, he is impeachable, removable from office, and incapacitated to hold any office of honor, trust, or profit.” Iredell acknowledged that impeachment created a “punishment for crime which it is not easy to describe, but which everyone must be convinced is a high crime and misdemeanor against the government.” Nevertheless, the Constitution had to vest the power in Congress “because the occasion for its exercise will arise from acts of great injury to the community, and the objects of it may be such as cannot be easily reached by an ordinary tribunal.” Crimes would not escape punishment; they would just have to wait until after impeachment. “The punishment annexed to this conviction on impeachment can only be removal from office,” Iredell observed. “But the person convicted is further liable to a trial at common law.”

Federalists sought to make clear that impeachment went beyond mere mistakes in policy. As in Virginia, Anti-Federalists claimed that the Senate would not remove a President for a treaty to which it had given its advice.
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and consent. Spaight repeated the Federalist argument in Virginia that the Senate could remove a President for a poor treaty. “He may be impeached and punished for giving his consent to a treaty, whereby the interest of the community is manifestly sacrificed,” he told the delegates. 239 Iredell, however, drew a finer line between policy errors and decisions driven by unworthy motives. “[W]hen any man is impeached, it must be for an error of the heart, and not of the head,” he told delegates. 240 “God forbid that a man, in any country in the world, should be liable to be punished for want of judgment.”241 With regard to treaties specifically, Iredell maintained that if a “treaty should be deemed unwise, or against the interests of the country, yet if nothing could be objected against it but the difference of opinion,” impeachment would not apply. 242 He worried that if impeachment reached differences over policy alone, the best leaders would refuse to serve in government and those that did would “act from a principle of fear.”243 Accordingly, impeachment should only apply to a President “where he had received a bribe, or had acted from some corrupt motive or other.” As an example, Iredell proposed a President “giving false information to the Senate” and with it “induced them to enter into measures injurious to their country,” which the Senate would “not have consented to had the true state of things been disclosed.”244

F. LESSONS FROM THE FOUNDING

While the House has impeached two Presidents, the Senate has not removed any. This practice leaves the Founders’ original design relatively unvarnished. The history of the drafting and ratification of the Constitution leaves some important markers for the current controversies about President Trump.

First, and most important, the Framers believed that the political process should impose the primary restraint on a President. A President intent on bribery, treason, or other high crimes and misdemeanors would need the cooperation of the House and Senate to succeed in his plans, either through funding, legislation, or the approval of treaties and appointees. In such cases, the Framers hoped, the separation of powers would make it difficult for the President to execute any nefarious designs. “[T]he great security against a gradual concentration of the several powers in the same
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department, consists in giving to those who administer each department, the necessary constitutional means, and personal motives, to resist encroachments of the others,” James Madison wrote in Federalist No. 51.\textsuperscript{245} “Ambition must be made to counteract ambition. The interest of the man must be connected with the constitutional rights of the place.”\textsuperscript{246} By pursuing their own self-interest, the other branches of government should check any undue aggrandizement of power by the President.

In today’s language, the Framers would expect President Trump’s critics to put up or shut up. Congressional Democrats, of course, can accuse President Trump of violating the Constitution in presidential debates, cable television shows, or newspaper op-ed’s. But this is just cheap talk. A President’s opponents should deploy their own constitutional authority to stop abuses of power. Democrats in the House, for example, can hold oversight hearings and probes into executive misdeeds. They can bring to the public’s attention executive scandals, which voters can consider at the next congressional or presidential elections. Congressional Democrats can go even further and refuse to enact the administration’s legislative agenda. If the Trump administration wants tax cuts, a trade deal with Canada and Mexico, or tougher immigration laws, it must have the cooperation of the House. Speaker Nancy Pelosi can prevent any of these agenda times from becoming reality simply by refusing to schedule a vote on any Trump proposal. House Democrats could go even further. They enjoy the ultimate control over the government, the power of the purse. As Madison argued in Federalist No. 58, the “power over the purse, may in fact be regarded as the most compleat and effectual weapon, with which any constitution can arm the immediate representatives of the people, for obtaining a redress of every grievance, and for carrying into effect every just and salutary measure.”\textsuperscript{247} If House Democrats truly believe that President Trump has violated the Constitution and has committed high crimes and misdemeanors, they can block administration spending priorities or simply refuse to fund the government at all. President Trump’s critics can wield the Constitution’s most effective check on executive power simply by doing nothing at all.

Second, the Founders expected that elections could constrain abusive chief executives.\textsuperscript{248} The Framers understood that a President still might
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commit a corrupt act that could escape impeachment. Anti-Federalists made arguments remarkably similar to those made against Senator Majority Leader Mitch McConnell today, even though they did not anticipate that political parties would bind Presidents and senators together. Critics today claim that Senate Republicans will protect President Trump out of political survival, just as Senate Democrats uniformly voted against removing President Clinton two decades before. Alex Castellanos told the Washington Post that “[a]s long as impeachment is a Democratic priority driven by” Nancy Pelosi, “it will be difficult—if not impossible—or Senate Republicans to get on board.”

But that is nothing new. Critics at the time of the Framing worried that senators might have a political incentive to block impeachment when they had blessed executive conduct, such as consenting to a damaging treaty or confirming a traitor to office. Federalists argued that House impeachment would impose enormous political pressures on senators to try a President in good faith. But even if the Senate failed in its duty, the people would still have their say. By rejecting a President’s campaign for reelection, the people would render their own verdict. While the constitutional amendment limiting Presidents to two terms may mute this judgment, it underscores the faith that the Founders put into the regular political process to constrain executive power.

The Framers’ electoral check reveals the hollowness of the ongoing impeachment investigation by House Democrats. It makes little sense to conduct an impeachment inquiry when the next Presidential election is just months away. House Democrats could claim that the Mueller report missed some vital fact or leaped to an incorrect legal conclusion. They could call all the same witnesses and demand all the same documents as Mueller. But they are unlikely to uncover facts missed by the Mueller team, which had millions of dollars and dozens of experienced prosecutors and investigators. The White House waived executive privilege, ordered administration officials to fully cooperate, and provided millions of pages of documents. President Trump will not extend the same courtesy to a hostile Democratic-led impeachment inquiry. Any serious investigation would only duplicate Mueller’s findings. Instead, House Democrats could say that they have reached a different legal conclusion about Russian collusion or obstruction on the basis of the Mueller report’s facts. But then such a truncated impeachment proceeding should take weeks and could have wrapped up easily in 2019. Conducting an impeachment investigation that stretches into

---

2020 not only creates a wasteful constitutional redundancy, but it seems obviously designed only to produce politically damaging stories about an incumbent President during an election year.

Third, the Framers provided for impeachment should the political process not provide a remedy. But they tried to strike a delicate balance while adapting this British constitutional device to American conditions. They did not want impeachment to become a tool for legislative control of the executive. As had happened in the revolutionary states, Congress could become too dominant due to its control over spending, taxes, and laws. “The legislative department is everywhere extending the sphere of its activity, and drawing all power into its impetuous vortex,” Madison observed in *Federalist No. 48*. The Founders sought to give the President independence by providing for his election outside of the legislature, as in a parliamentary system. They deliberately divided the power between the House and Senate to prevent Congress from resorting to impeachment as a tool for political control of the executive. Impeachment would have to represent the views of two bodies elected at different times and representing different constituencies. Members of the House, who represented the immediate passions of the people because of their two-year terms, would have to persuade two-thirds of the Senate, who represented the states. A President need only keep one-third of the Senate, which even then could represent a small fraction of the people (in the 1790 census, the smallest one-third of the states represented a mere 11.7 percent of the population). A supermajority made it almost impossible for Congress to remove a President over mere differences over policy.

Fourth, the Founders remained acutely aware of the possibility of executive wrongdoing. But they created a two-track approach to safeguard against it. They understood that a President might commit a violation of the criminal law. But they believed that prosecutors would have to wait until after a President left office, either willingly or unwillingly, before they could bring their case. While Hamilton and other Federalists did not explain, it seems apparent that a President subject to the criminal law could be dragged from “pillar to post” by lawsuits, as Thomas Jefferson would say during the Burr conspiracy trial. Expecting the criminal law to restrain a sitting President would prove futile anyway. Cases brought by state officials would run into Supremacy Clause difficulties; federal judges would likely suppress such lawsuits as state interference with federal officials. Cases brought by federal officials would run into the President’s ultimate constitutional control.

---


over all federal law enforcement. A President could simply order that any charges brought against him be dropped, and if any officials refused to carry out his orders, he could remove them. Impeaching a President for crimes, moreover, would represent something akin to double jeopardy, because it would essentially pre-determine the results of any criminal case against the President after he left office. If the Senate acquitted a President of a criminal case, a federal court would find it difficult to convict, and if the Senate convicted, a judge and jury would have to exercise great fortitude not to convict in a subsequent proceeding.

The second track, impeachment, did not strictly depend on criminal law. While, as Iredell observed, high crimes and misdemeanors might become vague on the margins, it did not simply incorporate all crimes. Impeachment would not cover conduct that amounted to minor crimes or did not involve the performance of executive duties. While such acts might be crimes and misdemeanors, they would not be “high.” This is not to say that impeachable offense could not be crimes themselves. Treason and bribery are both impeachable offenses and crimes. But if “other high crimes and misdemeanors” are to sit at the same level as treason and bribery, they must involve a similar level of corruption or harm to the public interest. When President Bill Clinton’s supporters claimed in his defense that he had only lied about sex, they might have unintentionally appealed to this principle. He may have lied, but it was not about any great matter of state, and so would not have met the standard for an impeachable offense. In such cases, the federal justice system would punish a President for such non-impeachable misdeeds after he left office.

This principle readily disposes of criminal and congressional investigations into President Trump for his alleged payments of “hush money” to cover up past affairs with models. In August 2018, the Trump Organization’s lawyer, Michael Cohen, pled guilty to eight counts of tax evasion, campaign finance violations, and making false financial statements. Cohen confessed that he had arranged payments in 2016 of 150,000 dollars and 130,000 dollars to two women “for the principal purpose of influencing [the] election.” According to Cohen, these payments, which violated the federal limits on campaign contributions, came at the direction of then-candidate Trump, which would make him a coconspirator in the crime. As former Federal Elections Commission Chair Bradley Smith
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argued, however, the payments would not have violated campaign contributions limits if President Trump would have made the payments even if he had never run for office. 254 A candidate’s spending on clothes and daily expenses do not qualify as candidate expenditures, even though they might help him or her succeed in a campaign, because the candidate would have spent the money anyway. Given President Trump’s known record of extramarital affairs, sadly the hush money payments probably amounted to a regular business expense!

But, more importantly, the payments do not rise to the same level of criminal conduct as treason or bribery. To compare, the 2008 Obama campaign did not disclose the identities of the donors of 2 million dollars and kept 1.3 million dollars in contributions above the legal limits. In 2013, the FEC fined the campaign 375,000 dollars, but the Justice Department did not bring anyone up on criminal charges. 255 Even if Cohen and President Trump had conspired to make any illegal campaign expenditures, they should have to pay a fine—albeit a large one—and would suffer no criminal prosecution. Indeed, the Mueller special counsel investigation did not pursue Cohen’s claims, which investigators likely believed fell outside its mandate to investigate Russian interference with the 2016 elections. Although the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York elicited the guilty plea from Cohen, it decided to decline any prosecution of President Trump. It goes almost without saying that these violations would not have come near the level of treason and bribery and, hence, would not justify an impeachment inquiry.

On the other hand, the Framers did not understand “other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” to be limited to just a subset of serious crimes. In this sense, impeachment was both narrower and broader than the criminal law. Of course, the impeachment clauses explicitly overlap with the criminal law in cases of treason and bribery. But impeachment punishes offenses against the people, rather than just federal crimes. The Constitutional Convention debates could have supported the opposite reading; when Mason replaced “mal-administration” with “high Crimes and Misdemeanors,” he could have thought that they carried the same meaning. Several leading scholars, such as Charles Black and Akhil Amar, however, believe that choosing “high


Crimes and Misdemeanors” amounted to a rejection of simply poor policies or administration. But more importantly, the Federalists clearly conceded during the state ratification debates that impeachment would not only punish criminal acts. Hamilton provided the talking points for Federalists throughout the nation when he declared that impeachment punished “offenses which proceed from the misconduct of public men, or, in other words, from the abuse or violation of some public trust,” Hamilton explained. “They are of a nature which may with particular propriety be denominated POLITICAL.”

Several examples will illustrate what the Constitution might include as a noncriminal, yet impeachable, offense. During the ratification debates, the Framers agreed that Congress could impeach a President who signed a treaty that sacrificed the national interest to advance a personal, partisan, or regional goal. In the Virginia convention, Federalists appeared to concede that a President might be impeachable for entering something like the Jay-Gardoqui Agreement, which Southerners believed sacrificed western expansion to the benefit of northeast cities dependent on trade with Great Britain. Similarly, a President who aligned U.S. foreign policy to curry favor with a foreign power for his or her personal or family benefit, rather than to advance the public interest, would be subject to impeachment. Both Federalists and Anti-Federalists referred to the example of Charles II, who had received financial support from Louis XIV in exchange for keeping troops out of the French wars on the Continent. Federalists also suggested that a President who misused his or her power as Commander-in-Chief might fall subject to impeachment, as had British ministers who had lost grievous wars or had coordinated policies with others against the public interest.

We can probably agree on similar conduct that would qualify as an impeachable offense. Suppose a President were to react to a foreign invasion by refusing to order the military to fight the enemy. Perhaps the President even retreats to his or her family home under the belief foreign rule would improve the welfare of the American people. Surrender would not violate the criminal law, in that nothing was received in exchange (bribery), nor did the President directly “adhere[] to [the] enemy, giving them Aid and Comfort,” as Article III, Section 3 defines treason, because he or she rationally concluded that losing the war was in the best interest of the American
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people. During the Revolutionary War, for example, Thomas Jefferson hastily retreated before the British, narrowly missing capture himself, and generally waged an incompetent war as governor. But the remedy came when he chose not to run for reelection, and a legislative committee later investigated him for cowardice as governor. Misuse of the Commander-in-Chief power might also include cases where the President led the United States into utterly disastrous wars, which advanced no plausible national interest, and for which he or she displayed lack of judgment or even serious interest. Attacking longtime allies, for example, might qualify, or invading lands in the face of stiff resistance for little discernable strategic gain. Instead of buying Greenland, for example, suppose President Trump ordered the military to invade it—but even then, Greenland would have great strategic importance in controlling the North Atlantic and the Arctic.

Consider another possible abuse of executive power that would not violate the criminal law. President Nixon had used the IRS and the FBI to investigate members of his “political enemies’ list.” Even though it does not appear that President Nixon’s orders violated any criminal law at the time, they provided the grounds for his second article of impeachment. Suppose that the Obama administration had refused to grant tax-exempt status to conservative nonprofits (which it did) not because of the schemes of IRS official Lois Lerner, but because of White House orders. Using the power of the government to punish political or ideological opponents, as with the Watergate charges, could form the basis for impeachment. Like treason and bribery, such abuse of power aims for a personal or corrupt advantage rather than pursuit of the public interest.

Defining impeachment solves the problem posed by the controversy over whether the Mueller probe could bring charges against a sitting President. The evidence from the Founding supports the Justice Department’s brief legal opinion that it cannot prosecute the chief executive. Putting aside the point that the President could simply order any investigation stopped, criminal laws cannot bar a President’s exercise of constitutional power. Otherwise, Congress could effectively use the criminal law to deprive the executive branch of its independent authorities. Congress, for example, could make it criminal to fire a subordinate executive official even though all three branches have historically agreed that the President

enjoys a removal power. Congress did exactly this in the 1867 Tenure of Office Act in order to prevent President Andrew Johnson from firing members of his cabinet, most of whom were holdovers from the Lincoln administration, without congressional consent. When President Johnson fired Edward Stanton as Secretary of War, Congress used his violation of the law as the principal ground for impeachment. In the 1926 decision of Myers v. United States, the Supreme Court would make clear that the Act had violated the President’s authority to remove his principal advisors.  

Broad powers would accrue to Congress if it could pass criminal laws that applied to executive conduct. It need not even seek to restrict the President by passing ham-handed laws such as the Tenure of Office Act. Instead, it could enact broad laws, such as obstruction of justice, which makes anyone who “corruptly” alters and destroys evidence for use in an official proceeding, or “otherwise obstructs, influences, or impedes any official proceeding” guilty of obstruction. Obstruction of justice formed the basis for President Nixon’s first article of impeachment. Suppose a President impedes an investigation not by corruptly interfering with witnesses or destroying evidence, but by subtly using the powers of his office to encourage others to refuse to cooperate with an investigation. A President could suggest to witnesses to a conspiracy in which he or she has participated that he or she might pardon everyone involved. Or suppose a President simply fires the investigators pursuing the alleged conspiracy. All of these actions would meet the plain text of the obstruction statute.  

But Congress cannot use a statute, even a criminal law, to alter the Constitution’s allocation of powers between the President and Congress. As future Attorney General William Barr argued in a June 8, 2018, letter to the Justice Department, the broad terms of the obstruction statute could arguably constrict the President’s ability to exercise prosecutorial discretion. A President could decide for any number of reasons to drop a case, most of all if it wastes time and resources better spent elsewhere. The President could even decide to drop a case because it could prove politically damaging to the government or the United States, even though prosecutors could prove their case in court. A presidential decision to drop a case on its face would normally take immediate effect without question; indeed, the courts long ago recognized that such decisions lie outside their review. But should FBI
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agents or DOJ prosecutors disagree with the President, Justice Department officials or members of Congress could accuse him of corruptly obstructing, influencing, or impeding an official proceeding within the terms of the law. In order to prove such a claim, the judiciary would have to strike down decisions that on their face would meet legal standards, but for the state of mind of the President.

While in the context of immigration policy, the Supreme Court rejected the idea that courts should probe presidential state of mind in Trump v. Hawaii.\textsuperscript{267} If courts could consider the President’s unstated motives for the exercise of prosecutorial discretion to discern a corrupt motive, they would have similar powers of review over every other executive decision, such as whether to appoint officers and judges, veto a bill, start a war, sign a treaty, or recognize a foreign government. Such a standard would also apply to a President’s use of delegated authority from Congress, which would conceivably sweep in most of the operations of the administrative state. Under the opposite theory, that the criminal laws apply to the President, anyone could accuse the President of having a “corrupt” motive for most executive decisions, and hence stall policies as the DOJ and Congress launch investigations. This not only would present a heavy burden on the executive’s ability to perform its constitutional functions, but it would also allow Congress to expand its control over the presidency, the very outcome that worried the Founders. To avoid this constitutional outcome, the federal courts interpret laws that do not specifically apply to the President to exclude him or her.\textsuperscript{268} Otherwise, many generally applicable laws, particularly criminal ones, would have the effect of limiting executive power.

Understanding the limits on the criminal laws allows us to discard the idea that the Mueller probe could have prosecuted the President for obstruction of justice. According to the Mueller report, President Trump separately ordered the stopping of the probe, the removal of the special counsel and the Attorney General, and publicly encouraged witnesses and targets not to cooperate with the investigation. But each of these acts would have involved President Trump’s exercise of a core executive power. President Trump has the inherent executive power to fire subordinate executive branch officials, including both the Attorney General and the special counsel. Indeed, Congress has rejected proposals over the years to safeguard the Attorney General with for cause removal provisions, and it specifically chose not to renew an independent counsel law that would have given prosecutors in Mueller’s position that same protection. President
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Trump has the authority to order the beginning or end of any federal investigation in his position as the top constitutional law enforcement officer. And the President has the explicit power to issue pardons, subject to only the conditions that they not cover impeachment or state crimes. Reading the obstruction of justice statute to criminalize the use of these powers, even if under the suspicion of Oval Office self-dealing, would violate the Constitution’s grant of these authorities to the President in the first place.

But finding that the criminal law has no place in correcting presidential behavior only points the way to the true remedy: impeachment. It turns out that President Trump had good reason in his attempts to terminate the Mueller probe. President Trump knew that his campaign had not conspired with the Russian government to influence the 2016 presidential race. While Mueller found that Russia had conducted serious cyber operations to attempt to affect the elections, he did not find that the Trump campaign had ever met with, not to mention reached an agreement with, Russian officials. Instead, Mueller’s successful prosecutions amounted primarily to “process crimes,” where figures such as former national security advisor Michael Flynn had lied to FBI agents, or efforts to avoid federal income and reporting requirements, as in the case of Paul Manafort. It is theoretically possible to commit obstruction of justice even when no substantive crime had occurred, just as one can lie to federal agents even when he or she is not covering up any underlying illegal activity. But the fact that the President sought to end an investigation for conduct that he knew did not happen makes it difficult to conclude that he held a “corrupt” motive within the meaning of the obstruction statute.

But suppose that President Trump had actually committed the elements of a crime. Rather than allowing Mueller to complete his investigation, suppose President Trump had halted the special counsel early in his probe to avoid the airing of his campaign secrets. Or imagine that President Trump had directed the acting Attorney General, Rod Rosenstein (the Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, had recused himself because he had served as an advisor to the Trump campaign) or Mueller himself to curtail the probe. Or that he had even fired Sessions, Rosenstein, and Mueller, as he had apparently considered (according to the testimony of former White House Counsel Donald McGahn and former Trump campaign chair Corey Lewandowski). Further, suppose that President Trump had contacted potential witnesses and other targets and had encouraged them not to cooperate with the special counsel. Perhaps he did more than just implicitly dangle the possibility of pardons, but, as some conservative commentators recommended, offered them to everyone subjected to the Mueller investigation. President Trump could have blocked White House officials
from interviewing with the special counsel and prevented anyone in the executive branch from providing documents.

Even so, Congress would need more to prove obstruction of justice sufficient to meet the standard for impeachment. These hypothetical actions fall within the executive power of the President and could have plausible, independent reasons behind them. President Trump might have fired Sessions because, after his recusal, he could no longer effectively lead the Justice Department. He could have lost confidence in Rosenstein’s judgment after stories broke that the latter had considered wearing a wire in his meetings with the President. He could have removed Mueller or closed the special counsel investigation because he believed the probe wasted money, resources, and political effort. He could have prohibited cooperation with the special counsel because he wanted to preserve executive privilege, and he could have offered pardons because he believed juries had convicted Paul Manafort or George Papadopoulos unjustly.

For Congress to find these acts impeachable offenses, it would have to go beyond finding that they had factually occurred. It would have to reach a judgment about the President’s state of mind behind the conduct. It would have to find that President Trump had used his constitutional powers for corrupt purposes on a par with those that characterize treason and bribery. Perhaps the Trump campaign had contacts with the Russians, encouraged them to break into Hillary Clinton’s server, and helped spread the stolen emails that proved so damaging. As Columbia Law Professor Philip Bobbitt argues, the President’s alleged involvement with the hack into the Clinton email systems would bear a resemblance to the Watergate burglary.269 At the time of President Nixon’s resignation, the House was moving to impeach the President. As Bobbitt observes, President Trump’s mere use of the negative information about Clinton spread by Wikileaks would not constitute, by itself, an impeachable offense. But if President Trump had gone farther and sought to impede the probe into the initial crime, his actions might be akin to President Nixon’s effort to cover up the burglary of the Democratic National Committee headquarters. Recall that neither the special counsel nor the House Judiciary Committee charged President Nixon with actually authorizing the burglary itself.

The need for a showing of motive becomes even more critical if the House were to seek to impeach President Trump because of an alleged bias in favor of Putin and the Russians. Some of the most fevered commentators, including the Obama administration’s director of national intelligence, James Clapper, have claimed that President Trump acts like a Russian
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intelligence “asset,” while others, such as former Obama CIA Director John Brennan, claimed that President Trump’s behavior toward Putin “rises to [and] exceeds the threshold of ‘high crimes [and] misdemeanors’ and “was nothing short of treasonous.” These former Obama intelligence chiefs believe that Trump had been indebted to Russian intelligence in some way for years, either because Moscow helped President Trump win, or Putin has blackmail on President Trump, or Russian interests bailed President Trump out of his several bankruptcies. But finding such a malign state of mind would prove near impossible. Putting aside the accusations by Obama-era intelligence officials, President Trump may well have set the United States in a more friendly posture toward Russia. But there may well be very good policy reasons to do so. If faced with the threat posed by a rising China, the White House could choose to build stronger ties with Moscow simply as a matter of the national interest—an inverse of the Nixon-Kissinger opening to China to balance the Soviet Union during the Cold War. President Trump and his advisors may conclude in good faith that reducing tensions in Eastern Europe and the Middle East requires a more accommodating policy toward Russia. Making such foreign policy choices lies within the executive branch’s constitutional authority to set foreign policy.

Or consider the overheated charges of treason. President Trump could have had several reasons to discourage any investigation that, while perhaps not the most wholesome in nature, would not meet the constitutional standard. Maybe President Trump benefitted from the Russians, such as the hacking into the Clinton email server and social media misinformation, or even received past favors while a private citizen, but without any overt agreement. Or perhaps President Trump knew that his campaign had no conspiracy with the Russian government, but he wanted to impede the Mueller investigation because he feared it might discover other dirty laundry, such as irregularities at the Trump organization, his hush money payoffs, or his personal finances. Recalling the way that the British government had used accusations of treason to suppress political opposition, the Framers made treason the only crime defined in the Constitution: “Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort.” Further, the Constitution requires that conviction cannot stand “unless on the Testimony
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of two Witnesses to the same overt Act, or on Confession in open Court.”

Whatever Putin’s involvement in meddling with the 2016 elections, the United States is not at war with Russia, and so it may not be possible to commit treason based on even the most fevered accusations against President Trump. If Congress could find evidence to support the existence of such corrupt or treasonous motives, it might have grounds to impeach President Trump. But without them, it could not remove him.

Focus on obstruction of justice obscures the broader uses of impeachment that could present themselves. Some distinguished observers have argued that tying “other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” to treason and bribery suggests that impeachment includes only conduct that implies a certain corruption or similar abuse of office. But the ratification debates make clear that the Framers believed impeachment would sweep more broadly. They appeared to reject the idea that “mal-administration” could constitute grounds for impeachment. Congress should not reverse the results of a national election because the President had made a simple mistake in execution or even error in policy. Nor did they believe that disagreements over policy and values should justify removal from office. The Constitution creates a system in which different parties, with conflicting ideological views, could control Congress and the presidency. The Framers did not want the executive to bend to an already-powerful legislature out of concern over his removal, which would have reduced our separation of powers to something more like a parliamentary system.

But the Founders also made clear that impeachment would not have the narrow sweep of the criminal law. They did not want Congress to hold the specter of removal over a President to win simple policy disputes or even to punish errors of judgment. Such control would make the executive dependent on the legislature, perhaps just as much as if Congress had chosen the President. But the Federalists also understood that the nation would face crises where an individual had failed in the duties and responsibilities of the presidency, even if they had committed no crime. Dereliction of duty must constitute grounds for impeachment. In several of the state ratification debates, the Federalists offered as hypothetical cases a President who entered the nation into a disastrous treaty. If Congress could impeach a President for a bad treaty, it should have the power to remove him or her for its opposite, a bad war. By the eighteenth century, the British Parliament had impeached ministers for poorly conducting wars. As some Federalists cautioned, however, Congress should not use its power to punish bad judgment alone, but something more serious, whether it be cowardice, indifference, or even
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the elevation of family, social, economic, or regional interests over the public interest.

Thus, Democratic members of Congress who truly believe that President Trump has conducted foreign affairs to advance himself, rather than the United States, have an avenue open to them. If they conclude in good faith that President Trump moved the U.S. Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem for religious or ethnic reasons, they could impeach him. If congressional critics think that President Trump bombed targets in Syria or elsewhere to distract attention from his political troubles—as they once suggested of both Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush—then they also could launch impeachment proceedings. If House Democrats find that President Trump eased U.S. sanctions toward Russia—quite the opposite of the record—because he feared blackmail or owed Moscow favors, it could remove him. If they believe that President Trump has sparked a disastrous trade war with China, or even imposed sanctions on European imports, to advance his personal finances, or even to gain reelection, they could start impeachment.

But even with foreign policy, as with obstruction, President Trump’s state of mind is everything. For most every decision, President Trump has a plausible, if not compelling, reason that could explain his choices. Consider the move of the U.S. Embassy in Israel. Critics might argue that President Trump reached his decision because of his Jewish son-in-law, Jared Kushner, and daughter, Ivanka Trump, who converted to Judaism. But the President could argue instead that he believed, as did several U.S. Congresses that sought to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, that American foreign policy should support Israeli nationhood. President Trump would argue that he bombed Syria not to distract political attention away from his political controversies, but to punish the Assad regime for using chemical weapons on his own people—much as President Obama had. He can claim, as we have suggested already, that improving relations with Moscow lies in America’s long-term strategic interests. He could maintain that in launching trade wars, he is only fulfilling his 2016 campaign promises and ending Chinese cheating on intellectual property and joint ventures. As the Supreme Court made clear in Trump v. Hawaii, the judiciary would not peer behind the facially legal orders of a President in a quest to discover an illegitimate motive.273

Similar problems beset impeachment for domestic dereliction of duty. If the Constitution should establish any noncriminal impeachable offenses, it should punish an intentional refusal to perform the duties and

responsibilities of the office of the presidency. A good example comes from President Obama’s DACA and DAPA programs, which refused to remove broad classes of aliens who remained in the country in violation of the immigration laws. Article II of the Constitution imposes a duty on the President to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed.” In adding that provision, as we have seen, the Framers sought to both make clear that the Executive, and not the other branches, held the sole responsibility to execute the law; but they also understood the clause to remove any executive power to suspend the laws. In only the most limited circumstance can a President refuse to enforce an act of Congress: when he or she in good faith believes the law to violate the higher law of the Constitution itself, just as the Supreme Court did in Marbury v. Madison. The Constitution also recognizes the prosecutorial discretion inherent in the executive power to make choices about which cases to enforce. Congress cannot fund and the Executive cannot manage a system where sufficient officers exist to prosecute every violation, no matter how small, of every federal law.

But a President cannot decline to enforce a law because he or she disagrees with its policies. President Obama did not promulgate his DACA and DAPA policies because he believed the immigration laws violated the Constitution—his administration never made such a claim. Nor could he claim that insufficient resources forced him to allow all of the aliens in the DACA and DAPA programs to remain free of the immigration laws. In fact, the Obama administration went further than simply refusal to bring removal actions; it also created a process to grant work permits to allow the employment of illegal aliens. President Obama created the programs because he, at a minimum, believed that the current immigration law unfairly required the removal of children who had entered the United States illegally through no fault of their own and had then grown up to contribute to society. While we might share that sense of unfairness, Congress refused to reform the immigration laws to allow the “Dreamers,” and their parents, to remain. Allowing Presidents to refuse to enforce the laws would mark a seismic shift in the separation of powers. President Trump, for example, may want a lower top income tax rate, but has succeeded in persuading Congress to enact only a modest reduction. But following President Obama’s example, the Trump administration could declare that it would only collect up to twenty percent of a taxpayer’s income in any given year. It could then say the IRS would simply not spend the resources or time to try to collect anything above twenty percent. Such a policy would render Congress’s taxing power a hollow one.

Proving that a President sought to suspend a law, however, rather than
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simply exercise prosecutorial discretion, might come down to intention as well as numbers. President Obama could claim that he continued to enforce the immigration laws overall. His administration used its discretion to concentrate ICE and DOJ resources on removing felons and others more dangerous to public safety than Dreamers. Suppose President Trump had tried something similar. Like Presidents Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan before him, President Trump could have concluded that over-regulation was stifling the economy. Where those Presidents had responded by requiring that new major regulations survive a cost-benefit test, President Trump could have suspended enforcement of any existing regulations that failed the test, either as a whole, or case-by-case. Where President Obama could claim that he did not enforce parts of the immigration laws because he disagreed with the effects on aliens, President Trump could argue that he disagreed with inefficient and ineffective regulations that suppressed economic growth. To impeach, Congress would have to reject the prosecutorial discretion traditionally granted to the executive and conclude instead that the President had deliberately refused to enforce the laws.

These examples show the difficulty of impeaching President Trump for the conduct set out in the Mueller Report. First, the Framers expected the electoral process to provide the primary check on presidential abuses of power. As we approached an election year, members of Congress would have little incentive to trigger the impeachment machinery when the American people could simply remove President Trump at the ballot box. Second, the Framers intended impeachment to remove Presidents for serious abuses of power on a par with treason and bribery, rather than for policy disagreements or simple political opposition. They set the vote required to remove at two-thirds to block the use of impeachment as a partisan tool. With the Republican Party in control of fifty-three of the one hundred Senate seats, Congress would not remove President Trump unless the evidence was so overwhelming of a high crime or misdemeanor that forty percent of Republican Senators would vote against their party.

Third, the Framers sought to narrow the scope of impeachment so that its use would not inflict permanent harm on the Constitution’s structures. Chief among those structures, and the Framers’ most remarkable invention, was the executive branch. They did not want Congress to use impeachment to undermine the President’s independence or to sap the executive power of its vigor. President Trump’s removal of FBI Director Jim Comey and other high-ranking officials constituted a valid use of his executive power to fire subordinates. Without that power, Presidents could not ensure that the agencies follow their directives in carrying out federal law. Allowing Congress to punish President Trump’s exercise of valid executive powers
would make future Presidents more subservient to the legislature, as a political if not constitutional matter. The Framers designed the executive to be independent of Congress, rather than an agent of the legislature as in a parliamentary system.

Fourth, the evidence to support removal should meet a high standard, again another requirement imposed by the two-thirds vote necessary to convict. This is not to say that the impeachment and trial must take the form of a courtroom proceeding. The Framers rejected the involvement of the federal judiciary in impeachment and clearly understood that they had given the power to political actors. But members of Congress and the President must still obey the Constitution in their political actions and should not convict unless they believe the House has provided proof that exceeds a simple more-likely-than-not standard. Impeaching President Trump is all the harder because his actions did not objectively amount to treason or bribery or other serious abuse of power. The case for President Trump’s removal would depend on his state of mind when he fired Comey or considered firing Mueller. Impeaching based on such a delicate difference as the President’s state of mind, whose true nature without President Trump’s own confessing testimony would be unknowable, would run counter to the Constitution’s creation of an independent executive. Indeed, President Trump would have had an obligation to fight any obstruction of justice charges as hard as possible, not just for his own political survival, but to ensure that future Presidents would not fall into a state of congressional dependency.

Because of impeachment’s disruptive effect on the body politic, it should only occur when the Constitution truly calls for it. Carrying out a truncated impeachment investigation guaranteed that the Senate would acquit the President and that the nation’s political time and energy would go to waste for no good reason. The Constitution creates impeachment for extraordinary circumstances, and it accordingly seems to call on the House and the Senate to conduct their roles with seriousness and diligence. The Framers would have seen the use of impeachment simply to satisfy a partisan interest or to engage in a symbolic protest as a misuse of the awesome power to investigate and remove a President elected by the whole nation. By not taking their time, calling all of the relevant witnesses, and undertaking a careful review of the facts and the law, House Democrats revealed their use of impeachment as a political weapon, rather than as the fulfillment of a constitutional duty.

Unfortunately, the public hearings and the news coverage ignored the central question whether the facts justified President Trump’s impeachment and removal from office. By the end of the hearings, Democrats were accusing President Trump of committing bribery, rather than of seeking a
quid pro quo. This Article’s review of the founding history, however, indicates that any exchange of benefits between President Trump and Zelensky would not have risen to the level of bribery contemplated by the Impeachment Clause. To be sure, it seems clear that the type of conduct at issue here involving President Trump and Ukraine could supply the grounds for impeachment. As we saw earlier, the Framers had in mind Louis XIV’s payments to Charles II for neutrality in the European wars. The writers of the Constitution thought bribery occurred when a foreign nation paid off a U.S. President. It seems unlikely that they had in mind the opposite case where the United States bribed a foreign official in exchange for a benefit. After all, the CIA bribes foreign officials for information or cooperation all the time. Under the Articles of Confederation and the Washington and Adams administrations, the United States made payments to the Barbary States to allow U.S. shipping to ply the Mediterranean free from seizure.²⁷⁵ No one thought Presidents Washington or Adams had committed impeachable offenses.

The argument that President Trump’s conduct violated the existing federal bribery statute was beside the point. House Democrats correctly pointed out that federal law makes it a crime if someone “corruptly gives, offers, or promises anything of value to any public official” to influence their decisions or defraud the United States.²⁷⁶ The law also makes it a crime when a public official “corruptly demands, seeks, receives, accepts, or agrees to receive or accept anything of value” in exchange for their decisions.²⁷⁷ But at the time of the Constitution’s drafting and ratification, Congress had not enacted a bribery statute. Congress did not pass this law until 1962, and it did not enact the earliest law that could apply, the mail and wire fraud statute, until 1872. These detailed definitions of bribery are an invention of the twentieth century and could not have influenced how the Framers thought about bribery in the Impeachment Clause.

Furthermore, Congress could not alter the meaning of bribery in the Impeachment Clause even if it wanted to. In the foundational case of Marbury v. Madison, Chief Justice John Marshall made clear that Congress could not enact laws that sought to change the meaning of terms used in the Constitution.²⁷⁸ In that case, Congress had tried to expand the types of cases that the Supreme Court had to hear directly, rather than on appeal.²⁷⁹
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Marshall held that even if Congress believed it had enacted a law in accord with the Constitution, the Court still would give force to the Constitution above any conflicting statute. Similarly, here Congress could not expand the Constitution’s definition of “bribery” for purposes of impeachment.280

Applying the lessons of history indicates that President Trump’s conduct would not rise to the level of bribery as used in the Impeachment Clause. As we have seen from the discussion of impeachable offenses during the ratification, bribery should rise to a level of serious abuse of power similar to that of treason. Hamilton explained that treason, bribery, or other high crime and misdemeanor would amount to an offense against the whole body politic. Federalists illustrated their argument with the example of a foreign state bribing a U.S. President to go to war or not go to war. They would have had difficulty finding the Trump-Zelensky phone call to have risen to the same level as the annual payments from Louis XIV to Charles II.

Democrats would have had more constitutional success in arguing that President Trump’s conduct, while not treason or bribery, qualified as a “high Crime or Misdemeanor.” The Framers openly worried about a President who might use his or her foreign affairs powers for personal or political gain. As the Virginia ratifying convention showed, they believed that “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” included abuse of the executive’s control over foreign policy. Recall that Federalists illustrated this standard with the example of a President who negotiated a treaty that sacrificed the national interest for personal, partisan, or regional advantage. They even thought that Congress could impeach a President who signed a treaty that concentrated its benefits for his state and its fellow allies, much as Southerners thought the failed Jay-Gardoqui Treaty threatened to do.

It is on this point where the House impeachment hearings proved so disappointing. House Democrats did not convincingly explain why a quid pro quo that never succeeded (assuming the facts in the worst light for the White House) and that involved a relatively small country at the periphery of American security interests should justify removal of a President. The White House clearly delayed the foreign and military assistance appropriated by Congress, but it released the 400 million dollars by September 2019. During the impeachment process, the President and his lawyers justified the delay on the government’s right to withhold funds that would fall prey to foreign corruption. They argued that in referring to the Biden’s, President
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Trump had merely resorted to a confused, rambling shorthand in his own mind for Ukrainian government corruption. House Democrats had to show why their account that President Trump’s true, corrupt motive was to seek dirt on his likely opponent in the 2020 presidential race, with evidence that at least was clear and convincing, if not beyond a reasonable doubt (the standard required in criminal jury trials). Impeachment depended on making fine inferences of the President’s state of mind based on no direct testimony by the President or, indeed, by any witness that had directly and consistently discussed Ukraine with him. This very challenge of determining a President’s unstated mental state had led the Supreme Court to refuse to overturn the travel ban and prevented the Mueller Report from definitely finding whether President Trump had committed obstruction of justice.

This is not to argue that President Trump was completely blameless in the Ukraine affair, or that he might have had ulterior political motives in mind. This Article instead only underscores that impeachment cannot serve as the catchall remedy for all executive misdeeds. Our nation’s founders believed that impeachment should only come as a last resort. They expected that the American people would hold a President accountable for any abuses of power at the ballot box. Defenders of the Constitution designed impeachment to be a rare event, especially by making the requirement for removal a two-thirds vote of the Senate for treason, bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanors, rather than “mal-administration,” in their words. The Federalists worried that the President otherwise would become too dependent on a Congress eager to use impeachment to fight political and partisan disputes. President Trump’s successful defeat of impeachment may well have preserved the independence of the presidency for his successors, even as it involved such political damage that it could have led to his loss on the November 2020 ballot.

III. THE SECOND TRUMP IMPEACHMENT

This Article has addressed the original understanding of the standard for impeachment. It does not answer the different question raised by the second impeachment of Donald Trump in 2021: whether Congress can try and punish an executive branch officer who is no longer in office. On January 6, 2021, the day that Congress began officially counting the electoral votes that would confirm Joe Biden’s election as President, Trump gave an incendiary speech claiming widespread voter fraud to a large crowd: “I know that everyone here will soon be marching over to the Capitol building to peacefully and patriotically make your voices heard,” the President declared; “[i]f you don’t fight like hell, you’re not going to have a country
A mob descended on the Capitol and forced a suspension of the proceedings. Members of Congress fled into hiding; rioters and Capitol police engaged in pitched battles throughout the House and Senate; at least five protesters and one officer died.

In response, Congress impeached President Trump on January 13, 2021, on the single charge of “incitement of insurrection.” The Senate, however, did not begin its trial until February 9, 2021, after Trump had left office. It acquitted Trump on February 13, 2021, with fifty-seven voting to convict and forty-three to acquit, ten votes short of the necessary two-thirds. Trump’s defenders explained their vote for acquittal on the ground that the Constitution only provides for the impeachment of current officers of the United States. “There is no question that President Trump is practically and morally responsible for provoking the events of” January 6, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said after the vote. “But in this case, that question is moot. Because former President Trump is constitutionally not eligible for conviction.” After looking at the constitutional text, he concluded, “We have no power to convict and disqualify a former officeholder who is now a private citizen.”

The question whether the Senate had jurisdiction to try a former President divides legal scholars into two opposing camps. The plain text of the Constitution does not appear to provide for the trial of a private citizen, even an ex-President accused of inciting an insurrection. Advocates of a Senate trial, however, rested not on text but on the claim that the Framers originally understood a broad impeachment power not fully established in the text alone. In our view the historical evidence provides, at best, weak
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reasons to reject the constitutional text’s plain meaning. Faced with such evidence, prudence might have counseled against the unprecedented step of trying an ex-President for impeachment because of the potential harm to the executive branch’s independence and the separation of powers.  

Supporters of impeachment, however, including many leading conservatives and libertarians, argued that the Senate could try, convict, and sentence Trump to permanent disqualification from federal office, even though he had left the Presidency. Professor Steven Calabresi led a group of scholars and former officials who supported the trial and conviction of ex-Presidents. “We differ from one another in our politics, and we also differ from one another on issues of constitutional interpretation,” wrote the signatories. But despite our differences, our carefully considered views of the law lead all of us to agree that the Constitution permits the impeachment, conviction, and disqualification of former officers, including Presidents.

These Trump critics generally argued that conservatives should defer to the original understanding of the Constitution to find that Congress can impeach an ex-President. As a few commentators, such as Harvard Law Professor Alan Dershowitz and former judge Michael Luttig argued, the Constitution standing alone extends impeachment only to current federal officers. Article II of the Constitution declares that “the President, Vice President, and all civil Officers of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.”
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with this wording. After January 20, Trump no longer qualified as an “Officer of the United States,” and the sentence of removal cannot apply to someone who is no longer in office. If Trump was still the “President” after his term of office for purposes of the impeachment clauses, why is he not still the “President” under the Commander in Chief clause?

Other constitutional provisions do little to undermine this view. Most of the other clauses relating to impeachment describe its process, rather than its substance. Article I defines House impeachment, Senate trial, the two-thirds requirement for conviction, and the Chief Justice’s role as trial judge when the President is the defendant. Supporters of Trump’s impeachment had to make heavy inferences from these procedural clauses such as: “judgment in Cases of Impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any Office of honor, Trust or Profit under the United States.”Trump critics argue that by including future disqualification the Founders intended impeachment to extend to former officials. But it is not clear from this text whether disqualification must accompany removal (notice the “and” before “disqualification”), or whether it constitutes an independent and separate penalty.

In order to overcome the constitutional text, Trump’s critics must rely on a power of impeachment that the constitutional text does not define. They further argue that when Article II prescribes removal as punishment for “the President, Vice President, and all civil Officers of the United States,” it only describes the standard that applies, and the punishments available, to existing officers but not former ones. They point out that since Article III of the Constitution states that Congress can remove federal judges who violate the “good behavior” standard, a broad, nontextual impeachment power must exist because the text does not make clear elsewhere that impeachment even applies to federal judges.

Any originalist should recognize the difficulties with this nontextual approach. It contains within itself no limiting principle as to time or targets or terms. If Article II only describes the punishments due to current officers, but does not define other targets of impeachment, then the Constitution allows the impeachment and disqualification of all former executive officers and judges. Congress could impeach Jimmy Carter for the failed Iran hostage
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rescue operation or Barack Obama for refusing to enforce the immigration laws. It could impeach any former cabinet officer too; it could charge Hillary Clinton for failure to safeguard classified information or James Comey for provoking the Russia special counsel investigation. If Article II applies only to existing officers but not former ones, then Congress theoretically could use something other than the high crimes and misdemeanors standard. Why not impeach former Presidents for “maladministration,” a standard rejected by the Founders in favor of “high crimes and misdemeanors,” which apparently only applies to existing officers.

Even more worrisome, this theory means that Congress need not limit its scope to federal officials, either present or past. Impeachment could target private citizens who had never held public office, as had occurred in Great Britain in the centuries before the Constitution, or state and local officials. If we adopted British practice before the ratification of the Constitution, Congress could even impose punishments beyond removal or disqualification too, so long as the defendants were not current office holders. In eighteenth-century British practice, for example, Parliament could impose any punishments allowed by law, including imprisonment or even death.297 Once impeachment exists outside Article II, the constitutional text does not limit Congress’s discretion on any of these issues.

Trump’s critics appeal to such historical practice to overcome the constitutional text. They argue that, in addressing impeachment in bits and pieces throughout the Constitution, the Founders consciously intended to adopt the whole of British constitutional practice. They correctly note that the Founders would have followed the case of Warren Hastings, whom Parliament impeached for his acts as governor-general of India, but after he had resigned and returned to England.298 But Hastings, whom the House of Lords eventually acquitted in 1785, would prove too much. Adopting the British practice would also imply that impeachment can also extend to private citizens, contain no statute of limitations, and include criminal punishments of fine and jail time. Indeed, the British model is a misleading guide here altogether. In the British model, only the king’s ministers could be impeached and removed by Parliament. By contrast, the President could be impeached and removed. The two models are fundamentally dissimilar.


In fact, the most reliable originalist sources tend to support our view. Both sides must admit that the history of the drafting and adoption of the Constitution provides no compelling evidence to settle the question. Neither the debates of the 1787 Philadelphia Convention (which wrote and proposed the constitutional text but whose proceedings remained secret until after James Madison’s death in 1836), nor the records of the 1787–1788 state ratifying conventions (which actually exercised the legal authority to adopt the Constitution), contain any direct discussion of whether impeachment could apply to ex-officers. An originalist should only adopt a nontextual reading of the impeachment power if we were to see extensive discussion at the time of the Constitution’s adoption that clearly assumed such a power to exist.

In contrast, the most significant governing instruments of the day—the state constitutions—further support the idea that the Constitution extends impeachment only to officers of the present, not the past. It appears that the revolutionary Americans who wrote the first state constitutions intended impeachment to apply to former office holders. But when they wanted to adopt this British practice, they explicitly said so. Pennsylvania’s 1776 Constitution, perhaps the most radical of the state constitutions, made clear that impeachment would apply to an executive officer “either when in office, or after his resignation, or removal.” The Virginia Constitution of 1776 stated that the governor “when he is out of office,” could be impeached by the House of Delegates. Delaware’s 1776 constitution similarly made clear that the legislature could impeach the executive “when he is out of office, and within eighteen months after.” In 1777, Vermont’s Constitution stated that the assembly could impeach executive officers “either when in office, or after his resignation, or removal.”

When the states wanted to include former officers in impeachment, they clearly said so in their constitutional texts. Other state constitutions of the time, such as 1777 New York and 1780 Massachusetts did not follow these examples. Instead, these states explicitly applied impeachment only to
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current officers. These later state constitutions, which provided models for the federal Constitution, sought more balance between their executive and legislative branches. Originalists would read such silence on including past officers in impeachment as a rejection of the earlier, radical state constitutions.

Finally, originalists should recognize the structural problems with relying upon a nontextual impeachment power. Impeachment made sense within the context of the British constitution—and even the British dropped impeachment by the early eighteenth century—because Britain had no true separation of powers. Parliament could impeach and convict for impeachment, but it could also try and convict any individual for regular crimes. Our Constitution, however, institutes a careful separation of powers that rejects the British idea that the legislature could both define and execute the law. Montesquieu’s axiom that “there is no liberty if the power of judging be not separated from legislative power and the executive power” was probably one of the most quoted authorities during the Framing. A nontextual impeachment power that allowed Congress to convict and sentence even private citizens, without limit as to time or even punishment, would run counter to the Framers’ invention of a separation of powers.

Furthermore, a nontextual impeachment power would undermine the Constitution’s effort to make the President independent of Congress. As Brown historian Gordon Wood has shown, freeing the executive from the control of the legislative branch represented one of the important objectives of those who wrote and ratified our founding document. For example, the Framers rejected proposals for congressional selection of the President and instead decentralized the choice by giving it to the states through the Electoral College. They also understood that the power to fire the President would give Congress the power to control the executive. Hence, they made it difficult to remove the Chief Executive by creating a two-thirds requirement for conviction of impeachment.

Imagine the incentives created if the Framers had allowed Congress to impeach not just the current President, who could at least muster supporters in the Senate, but also all ex-Presidents and, indeed, all ex-federal officers. Suppose Congress could not only impeach all former executive officers, but
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subject them to disqualification and even criminal punishment. Such humiliation and harassment would provide a powerful incentive to bend the knee to Congress while in office—the very outcome decried by the Founders when they created an independent executive branch.

Critics may ask: if the Senate lacks jurisdiction to try Trump, does that mean he would be legally unaccountable for the alleged crime of incitement? It does not. Trump might still be held liable by an ordinary court of law if, indeed, he has committed a federal crime. The absence of Senate jurisdiction does not imply that there is no other forum available to establish accountability (or, equally, to acquit Trump if the charge is unfounded).

Federal officials who have been impeached are subject to criminal prosecution for the same underlying actions. The Constitution’s impeachment clauses in fact explicitly preclude the defense of double jeopardy. And the Constitution leaves the sequencing of a criminal prosecution and an impeachment proceeding open. A criminal proceeding against the official usually precedes the impeachment case because the criminal trial and conviction can lead to the discovery of evidence of misconduct merit- ing impeachment and removal. Several federal judges have been criminally prosecuted and convicted for conduct that has formed the basis for a later congressional impeachment.

In Trump’s case, even if the Senate had jurisdiction, the better course by far would be for the Department of Justice to investigate Trump’s alleged criminal incitement and, if the charge has merit, to prosecute and try him. First, the public at large would likely put more trust in the integrity of Judge Garland and the career Justice Department prosecutors under him that it does in Senate politicians like Chuck Schumer and Mitch McConnell. Second, if the prosecution and trial of the former President led to a criminal conviction, the impeachment charge brought by the House would be shown to have had more substance than now appears. Conversely, were the Department of Justice to decide that no prosecution should be brought because Trump had not committed criminal incitement, or if Trump should be acquitted after trial on that charge, those conclusions, while not binding on the Senate, would certainly bear on the question whether Trump had committed a high crime or misdemeanor disqualifying him from holding future federal office.

308. U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 3, cls. 6–7; id. art. 2, § 4.
CONCLUSION

Before we launched special counsels, criminal probes, and impeachment proceedings, we should have considered the long-lasting damage on the presidency. The Framers learned all too well the failures brought by a lack of independence and energy in the executive. In Article II of the Constitution, they sought to cure the disease by vesting “the executive power” in the President, which they understood to include the power over national security and foreign affairs as well as the execution of the laws. Both the Mueller probe and the Ukraine impeachment may have lowered President Trump in the minds of the public, but they could not lead to the President’s removal from office.

Critics might have felt satisfaction in the political symbolism of President Trump’s first impeachment, but it could come at the cost of the independence and vigorousness necessary for a successful President. Watergate may have properly forced Nixon’s resignation, but it also led to a period of congressional supremacy that contributed to the failed Ford and Carter presidencies. The nation would have to wait for President Ronald Reagan to use a rejuvenated executive branch to jump-start the economy and to restore America’s standing in the world. Here, President Trump’s critics risk the same harm to the presidency, but all for the prize of inflicting political harm on a President within a year of a presidential election. President Trump properly fought impeachment as hard as he did in order to prevent Congress from undermining presidential independence and sapping it of executive energy.